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Abstract 

This review provides an initial assessment of the literature on smartphone reliance and the lack 

of good security behaviours displayed on smartphones within the general population. 

Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) is commonly used within information security contexts 

to investigate why someone might chose to engage in risky smartphone behaviour. There is 

theoretical support for PMT within both organisational and home settings. However, there is a 

lack of research within the PMT and smartphone context; therefore, an empirical investigation 

is warranted. Given the findings of this review, future research should examine user behaviour 

on smartphones across contexts.  

Keywords: Information Security, Protection Motivation Theory, Smartphones  
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Introduction 

Understanding human interaction with technology, and more specifically the 

proliferation of smartphone devices has presented a whole host of new challenges for user 

information security (Mylonas, Gritzalis, Tsoumas, & Apostolopoulos, 2013). Safeguarding 

people against the dangers these technologies may impose on everyday lives is essential. 

There has been rapid development into the user-experience of smartphone devices, providing 

intuitive operating systems and with that, methods to protect the user against threats (Das & 

Khan, 2015). However, as well designed as some smartphone device security systems may 

be, they require interaction with people who may not be as knowledgeable about security or 

are often not as vigilant as they should be (Allam, Flowerday & Flowerday, 2014). People are 

notorious for being the weak link in this process (Winnefeld, Kirchhoff, & Upton, 2015). 

Despite the simplicity of some security features available on smartphone devices, a human 

user who ignores these will ultimately fail to protect the system and themselves. For example, 

users can require a code or biometric to access their smartphone, but many people fail to use 

these simple security features. Consequently, it is important, to investigate the user 

relationship with, as well as their attitude and perceptions toward protecting that smartphone 

device, and the information it may contain. In the interest of brevity, ‘smartphone device’ 

will be referred to as ‘smartphone’ throughout the remainder of this review.  

Modern day smartphone reliance 

The use of smartphones as a person’s sole device has seen a dramatic increase in 

recent years, often replacing rather than complementing other technological devices such as 

laptops and personal computers (PC’s) (Verkijika, 2018). It has been predicted that the 

number of smartphone users in the world will surpass the 2.5 billion mark in 2019 (Statista, 

2016). A smartphone is described as an internet enabled device that is complimented by 

intuitively designed interfaces and continuously advancing operating systems (Verkijika, 
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2018; Wang, Xiang, & Fesenmaier, 2014). The rapid innovation in technology means that the 

smartphone offers features beyond the traditional texting and telephoning functions (Clarke, 

Symes, Saevanee & Furnell, 2016). Smartphones offer users all the functionality and 

capability they once had via PC, now accessible in one’s pocket and for a much lower cost 

(Haris, Haddadi, & Hui, 2014). This has greatly enhanced user productivity and efficiency 

when performing daily tasks such as email, social media, banking, calendar management, 

online shopping, navigation, and even entertainment such as watching YouTube videos and 

movies (Clarke et al., 2016; Das & Khan, 2015). Smartphones also include functions to aid 

the creation, sharing and consumption of content, making them more powerful than PC’s 

have been in the past ten years (Das & Khan, 2016). Similarly, this surge in smartphone 

adoption has been reflected within the organisational setting, enabling a new level of 

operational efficiency, benefitting employers by having a constantly connected workforce 

(Allam, Flowerday, & Flowerday, 2014). More recently, smartphones can perform wireless 

payments, replacing the conventional debit or credit card which ultimately could eliminate 

the need to carry a wallet altogether (Clarke et al., 2016; McGill & Thompson, 2017). To 

utilise many of the smartphone features to their full potential, users are required to disclose 

their personal information such as names, addresses, financial and other sensitive 

information, wearable tracking device data, location, email addresses and photos to name a 

few. Smartphones therefore are multipurpose, servicing the users’ personal as well as 

professional endeavours, and as a direct result, tremendous amounts of private, sensitive and 

confidential information is often stored and processed on smartphones (Alsaleh, Alomar, & 

Alarifi, 2017). Therefore, while smartphones and their versatile functions enable users to 

have a truly wireless, and connected lifestyle, they also pose significant security and privacy 

threats (Torre, Sanchez, Koceva, & Adorni, 2018).  
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Smartphone security 

User information privacy is defined as the interest one has in controlling or 

influencing the management and usage of sensitive data about themselves (Chen & Li, 2017). 

This includes the user’s willingness to disclose personal and sensitive information. This is 

particularly pertinent to smartphone use as numerous smartphone functions are dependent on 

users’ personal and sensitive information, and people are often largely unaware of the extent 

to which they have allowed their information to be accessed and shared to third parties 

(Alsaleh et al., 2017). More than ever before, mobile services are collecting and analysing 

user information, often without the user being aware they have provided informed consent. 

Therefore, arguably the biggest concern to information security is the lack of control over the 

use and access of private information (Chen & Li, 2017).  

Information security is concerned with the protection of information systems (IS) 

from unauthorised access and disclosure of information, which provides confidentiality and 

integrity of technology to the user, ultimately preventing misuse of information (Ophoff & 

Robinson, 2014). Historically, smartphones have been one of the most valuable items 

targeted in theft and robberies (Clarke et al., 2016). This was due to the high value of the 

hardware itself. Now, however, the increased functionality of smartphones, and especially the 

sensitive and other information that may be stored on these smartphones represents a more 

superior target (Verkijika, 2018). The theft  or access to a smartphone could enable various 

fraudulent purposes such as stolen identities, online purchases, blackmail, extortion and the 

re-sell value of the hardware (Clarke et al., 2016). Smartphones are an attractive target, and 

there are many ways that hackers can install malware onto a victims device, gaining 

unauthorised access to sensitive information (Alsaleh et al., 2017).  

Not only is the theft or physical loss of a smartphone a threat to user security and 

privacy, it is also common that users have unknowingly downloaded malware onto their 
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smartphones through seemingly harmless functions, such as by downloading a mobile 

application (app) or using  public Wi-Fi (Alsaleh et al., 2017). For example, McGill and 

Thompson (2017) found over 18 million mobile malware detections in 2016, an increase of 

105% compared to the previous year. The same research found that smartphone 

vulnerabilities had experienced a growth of 32% in that same year. More recent research 

detected over 8.5 million malicious smartphone installation packages, 128,886 smartphone 

banking trojans and 261,214 ransomware trojans (Verkijika, 2018).  

With all this information, one might assume that users would exercise extreme 

caution when operating and securing their smartphones, however research has found the 

opposite. Users are generally nonchalant in their attitudes and behaviours towards 

smartphones and information security (Clarke et al., 2016). Current research suggests that 

smartphone users are largely unaware of their susceptibility (Hewitt, Dolezel & McLeod, 

2017). Further to this, many users tend to ignore security mechanisms or feel that they are 

generally ineffective in preventing or reducing the dangers and threats associated with using 

smartphones (Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018; Mylonas, Kastania, & Gritzalis, 2013). For example, 

one study on behaviour related to app downloads investigated whether the user considered 

security while choosing to download apps. They found that users were unable to comprehend 

selected permissions when downloading apps and the risks related to this decision, choosing 

to ignore security messaging (Mylonas et al., 2013). Not only is this concerning for achieving 

good information systems security (ISS) in the general population, but it may be even more 

concerning for organisations whose employees have access to personal and sensitive client or 

organisational information who are often not adequately skilled to ensure good security 

settings on their smartphones (Allam et al., 2014).   

ISS research has focussed less attention the human factors involved, compared to 

technical aspects, such as the design and structure of protection software and firewalls 
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(Ophoff & Robinson, 2014). Despite human users playing a significant role in the security 

ecosystem, their part is often undervalued and research into user behaviour is not as extensive 

as the research into the technology aspect of security models (Mylonas et al., 2013). It must 

be understood that for the most part, humans are predominately the weak link in this scenario 

as their actions directly influence the strength of their security and privacy (Winnefeld et al., 

2015). The most complex security systems and processes still need to be actioned by the 

human operator. Relevant specifically to smartphones, it is the case that people often fail to 

secure their smartphone and information appropriately, leaving their personal and sensitive 

information in the reach of those with malicious intentions (Leavitt, 2011). Other 

investigations have also found that users often download third-party apps from unregistered 

or unofficial channels (i.e., pirated apps) which have been notoriously difficult to regulate 

(Chen & Li, 2017; Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018; Leavitt, 2011). An investigation into these 

unregulated app platforms found that 82 percent of these malicious apps have the ability to 

send, receive and collect short messages, often without the user’s knowledge. In addition to 

this, mobile viruses, phishing links and other malicious malware are real threats to user 

security and privacy (Chen & Li, 2017).   

To prevent these threats from becoming real scenarios, the user must action 

information security behaviours to protect their data and therefore privacy. These can include, 

however are not limited to; using passcodes, backing up data, and not connecting to public 

Wi-Fi (Alsaleh et al., 2017; Haris et al., 2014). However, research suggests that user attitude 

toward these behaviours is incredibly lax. Take app permissions as mentioned previously, the 

smartphone user must accept an app permission prior to the download. Research into this 

protective behaviour found that users often do not read app permissions, however, also found 

that users were often unaware of dangers in accepting permissions and the extent of access 

they might be allowing to sensitive information (Haris et al., 2014). This has been found to 
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go so far as apps having the ability to take users’ photos without their permission (Kusyanti 

& Puspa, 2018).   

Previous studies have found that even people who have fallen victim to a mobile 

security related incident still fail to secure their smartphones with something as simple as a 

passcode or pin (Clarke et al., 2016). Research has highlighted a disconnect between user 

desire for security, compared to the effort required to install and manage reliable security 

controls (Clarke, et al., 2016).  

Protection Motivation Theory  

A growing body of literature has focussed on why people might act in a dissonant 

manner and chose not to protect themselves against threat or danger. This research is based 

on understanding attitudes, motivations, intentions and adoption of behaviours towards 

protecting one’s information security.  

The literature that has investigated ISS behaviours, and the motivation behind 

performing these behaviours, has been dominated by Protection Motivation Theory (PMT), 

with the intention to explain the common disparity between what a user thinks or knows that 

they should do, compared to what they actually do (Rogers, 1975). PMT has become a 

leading model used by researchers in understanding ISS behaviours. This includes on a 

desktop computer (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Hanus & Wu, 2016) on a smartphone (Tu, 

Turel, Yuan, & Archer, 2015; Verkijika, 2018), in organisational (Ifinedo, 2011; Vance, 

Siponen, & Pahnila, 2012) personal (Thompson, McGill, & Wang, 2017) and in Bring Your 

Own Device (BYOD) settings (Dang-Pham & Pittayachawan, 2015; Hovav & Putri, 2016). 

Research into specific behaviours such as using strong passwords (Zhang & McDowell, 

2009), downloading apps (Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018), and using anti-viral software (Tsai et al., 

2016) have also utilised the theory.  
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The model, first coined in 1975 by Rogers, has been applied to numerous studies to 

understand protective behaviour, predominately related to health (Milne, Sheeran, & Orbell, 

2000). The initial model was guided by the research of fear appeals, and developed based on 

expectancy-value theory (Floyd, Prentice-Dunn, & Rogers, 2000; Rogers, 1975). According 

to the original theory, “a fear appeal is an informative communication about a threat to an 

individual’s well-being” (Milne et al., 2000, p. 107). It was understood that fear-appeals 

could encourage change in attitudes and therefore in behaviours, however it was unknown 

how and why this change occurred. This idea motivated Rogers’ research, and the initial 

theory operationalised the components of a fear appeal, consisting of: perceived severity, 

perceived vulnerability, response efficacy and response cost, initiating what is referred to as a 

‘cognitive mediating process’ (Maddux & Rogers, 1983; Rogers, 1975). The modern-day 

theory of PMT consists of two cognitive processes, the threat-appraisal and the coping-

appraisal. The threat-appraisal process considers the likelihood and impact of the risk, while 

the coping-appraisal process considers the effectiveness of the adaptive response and the 

individual’s ability to perform this behaviour (Verkijika, 2018). The original theory was 

eventually broadened to include the components of ‘perceived reward’ and ‘self-efficacy’, 

how these fit within the theory will be explained in more detail below (Rogers, 1983; 

Maddux & Rogers, 1983).   

Since its initial coining, the core concepts of PMT have remained robust (Martens, De 

Wolf, & De Marez, 2019). Essentially, it suggests that a threat-appraisal occurs first, which 

evaluates the components of a fear appeal that arise when an individual feels threatened, so 

that when an individual is faced with a risk, their behaviour in response to that risk is 

motivated by the appraisal processes (Floyd et al., 2000; Milne et al., 2000; Verkijika, 2018). 

The coping-appraisal process then requires the individual to assess the protective behaviour 
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or adaptive response in order to minimise the threat, this process can be visualised in Figure 

1. Each of the components within the model will be explained below. 

 

1.  Perceived severity is the magnitude, or how serious the individual judges the threat to 

be (Milne et al., 2000; Vance et al., 2012). In other words, how detrimental the user 

perceives consequences of the threat to be (Verkijika, 2018). For example, Reeves, 

Parsons and Calic (2017) found that when asked about mobile computing/IoT, 

employees who felt more personally at risk (e.g., of reprimand, reduced productivity, 

personal data loss) were more likely to avoid behaviours that may lead to the risk 

event. 

2. Perceived vulnerability regards an individual’s level of personal susceptibility to a 

threat, or their perception of the probability of the threat actually occurring (Liang & 

Xue, 2010; Milne et al., 2000). With regards to smartphone security, this concerns a 

user’s perception or belief around the likelihood that their device is inclined to a 

security threat (Verkijika, 2018).  

3. Perceived reward regards any benefit to the user, whether it be intrinsic or extrinsic, 

that motivates the user to continue or even increase the maladaptive response, 
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disregarding the protective behaviour, such as downloading free pirated apps and 

ignoring privacy statements (Vance et al., 2012).  

4. Response efficacy refers to an individual’s belief that the coping response or 

protective behaviour is actually capable of reducing the threat (Milne et al., 2000). In 

terms of smartphone security, it is the extent to which an individual perceives that 

behaving securely effectively minimises the risk of a threat occurring (Verkijika, 

2018).  

5. Response cost refers to the perceived cost associated with implementing the protective 

behaviour (Vance et al., 2012). In other words how costly, whether it be monetary, 

time, or effort that performing the adaptive response is likely to afford (Milne et al., 

2000).  

6. Self -efficacy refers to an individual’s level of perceived skill or ability in performing 

the protective behaviour (Verkijika, 2018). This can be conceptualised as ability or 

autonomy. Ability refers to how capable or competent the individual feels, and 

autonomy refers to an individual’s capacity to protect themselves against a security 

threat on their smartphone (Sommestad, Karlzén, & Hallberg, 2015a; Vance et al., 

2012).  

In sum, the theory suggests that if vulnerability and severity are high, reward, fear and 

cost are low, and both efficacies are also high, the individual is likely to protect themselves 

against a potential threat. More often than not, these variables are assessed by measuring 

intentions to adopt, through observing actual behaviour or self-reported behaviour (Tu, Yuan, 

& Archer, 2014).  
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Protection Motivation Theory and Information Security  

As discussed previously, there is a substantial body of literature exploring PMT in a 

range of contexts, including how the different PMT factors are linked to information security 

behaviours (Blythe, Coventry & Little, 2015; Sommestad et al., 2015a). It has been applied to 

a range of common information security contexts (Tsai et al., 2016), populations (Dang-Pham 

& Pittayachawan, 2015; Verkijika, 2018), devices (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010), and settings 

(Herath & Rao, 2009; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Siponen, Adam Mahmood, & Pahnila, 2014). 

Much of the earliest research concentrated on investigating desktop computers and employee 

policy compliance (Ifinedo, 2011; Johnston & Warkentin, 2010).  

It is important to note that although the majority of previous research has focused on 

work or organisational contexts, there has been some disagreement that the conclusions 

drawn within this setting are applicable to the home context (Dang-Pham & Pittayachawan, 

2015). Throughout the literature there is evidence to suggest that perception and therefore 

response to threats are not the same across different contexts and settings. As has been 

suggested within the literature, applying PMT to an organisational context implies that fear is 

influencing behaviour, and that users perceive organisational risk at the same level as 

personal risk. This is, however, not always the case - how an individual perceives 

organisational information and assets as personally important or relevant will vary (Hovav & 

Putri, 2016). This has been found to directly influence actual performed behaviour, Dang-

Pham & Pittayachawan (2015) found a difference in protective behaviours on the same 

device when the setting was at university or at home. For example, students were more likely 

to avoid malicious websites at home due to a lack of confidence in home security settings, 

whereas they were more likely to physically lock and securely store the device at university 

due to a higher risk of theft and loss. The relevance of the copying-appraisal variables within 

the organisational setting have been questioned, due to behaviours being mandatory 
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(Sommestad et al., 2015a; Verkijika, 2018). Therefore cost, ability, and effectiveness of 

response are not always relevant to an employee who is mandated by policy. More recent 

criticisms are that home users may not have access to the same security training or support 

within the home context, that they rely on ill-informed information sourced from family and 

friends, that there is a greater requirement for self-reliance, and that they perceive their 

personal information as not important enough to be targeted (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; 

McGill & Thompson, 2017). The importance of understanding and educating the home user 

has become even more apparent, as the translation of behaviours, and use of personal devices 

within the organisational context has potential dangers for organisational privacy and 

security. More importantly, the rapid adoption of smartphones within both personal and 

organisational contexts encourages that research focus on this user relationship, an idea 

explored below. Although the PMT has been used to examine information security 

behaviours in both organisational and home contexts, as discussed in the next sections, to 

date the findings have been mixed, and no study has yet to compare smartphone security 

behaviour in work and home contexts. 

PMT and information security behaviour online 

Some of the earliest PMT research into information security behaviour looked at user 

protection behaviours online. One of the initial studies found consistency with PMT, in that 

perceived vulnerability to virus threats, response efficacy of virus protection and self-efficacy 

in identifying and correctly installing the anti-viral protection were all found to be significant 

predictors of behavioural intentions to adopt protective behaviours. Perceived severity did not 

have a significant influence on this population. This was justified in that severity has little 

influence if an individual doesn’t believe they are vulnerable to that threat in the first instance 

(Lee, Larose, & Rifon, 2008). In a similar study, Zhang & McDowell (2009) investigated 

college students’ intentions to use strong passwords online. This study found that fear 
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arousal, response cost and response efficacy were significantly related to user intention 

towards protective behaviour. In this instance, factors in the coping appraisal process were 

more important than those in the threat appraisal process. The authors suggest this might be 

because when creating a password there is no immediate visible threat, therefore risk is 

hypothetical, and this lessened the motivation to protect (Zhang & McDowell, 2009).  In 

more recent research, Tsai et al. (2016) similarly investigated internet users safety 

precautions. The PMT model explained 29% of variance in security intentions, which 

increased to 43% with the inclusion of additional variables. The study found response 

efficacy to be the most stable predictor, along with response cost having a significant 

negative relationship with intention as PMT suggests (Tsai et al., 2016).  

PMT and information security in organisational settings  

A large portion of the research on PMT and Information Security has been in an 

organisational context, often investigating employee compliance towards security policies. 

Vance et al. (2012) found perceived severity to have a significant positive impact on 

employees’ intention to comply with information security policies, as is supported by several 

studies investigating PMT and employee policy compliance (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & 

Larsen, 2009; Siponen et al., 2014). While there is some evidence suggesting that perceived 

vulnerability might influence employee intentions to comply with security policies (Lee & 

Larsen, 2009; Siponen et al., 2014), there is also evidence that suggests it is not a significant 

predictor (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Ifinedo, 2011; Vance et al., 2012). Ifinedo (2012) found 

response efficacy to have the strongest effect on compliance, meaning employees were 

motivated to adhere to policies if they believed there were high expected returns by doing so, 

with support in the literature for this (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & Larsen, 2009). 

Conversely, Ifinedo (2012) did not find response cost to have a significant relationship, 

suggesting this might be due to differing perspectives on costliness of a response. The 
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component of perceived reward has been a variable of interest included within this population 

setting, however Vance (2012) was the only study to find a significant negative relationship, 

which is consistent with PMT.   Most stable of these findings has been that self-efficacy is 

consistently shown to influence employee intentions to comply with security policies of their 

organisations (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Siponen et al., 2014; Vance et al., 

2012). 

PMT and information security behaviour in personal settings  

A change in research focus has seen some of the most recent PMT studies into 

information security investigating user motivations, intentions and behaviours within the 

home setting. The findings within this context are arguably more consistent. Perceived 

severity was found to have a significant positive relationship with security behaviours in a 

number of studies (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Liang & Xue, 2009; Crossler & Bélanger, 

2014; Martens et al., 2019). Similarly, there is consistent evidence for perceived vulnerability 

having a significant effect on protective behaviours (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Liang & 

Xue, 2010; Martens et al., 2019; Thompson et al., 2017). Despite this, Hanus & Wu (2016) 

did not find the same support, suggesting that vulnerability infers that the user is aware that a 

threat exists, which is often not the case especially in the home setting. Similarly, response 

efficacy has good support within the home context (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Crossler & 

Bélanger, 2014; Hanus & Wu, 2016; Liang & Xue, 2010; Martens et al., 2019). There were a 

number of studies that excluded response cost as a variable of interest, as it is suggested 

security behaviours are not costly (Zhang & McDowell, 2009). Despite this, the studies that 

did consider response cost found support for its inclusion (Hanus & Wu, 2016; Liang & Xue, 

2010; Thompson et al., 2017). Self-efficacy also had consistent support within the literature 

(Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Crossler & Bélanger, 2014; Hanus & Wu, 2016; Liang & Xue, 

2010; Thompson et al., 2017). Although Martens et al. (2019) did not find the same support, 
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they argued that this might be due to level of digital skill, suggesting that the previous 

literature has used population samples that are often highly educated (i.e. university students). 

Perceived reward was excluded as a potential variable in all the aforementioned studies. 

PMT and ISS Behaviour on smartphones  

As outlined initially, the emergence of smartphones within both organisational and 

home contexts has become increasingly apparent. PMT has more recently been utilised to 

examine why smartphone users may chose not to adopt protective behaviours. User 

relationship with a smartphone has looked at theft or loss (Tu et al., 2014), app permissions 

(Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018), general smartphone security (Verkijika, 2018), and comparisons 

between smartphone and PC behaviours (McGill & Thompson, 2017; Thompson et al., 

2017). The findings across these contexts have been inconsistent. Perceived severity and 

perceived vulnerability have support within the literature (Thompson et al., 2017; Tu et al., 

2015; Verkijika, 2018). This suggests that smartphone users will use protective behaviours if 

they feel vulnerable to threats and if the threat has severe consequences. Although not in line 

with the broader information security literature, there is a lack of evidence for response cost 

and efficacy within the mobile and smartphone context specifically (Thompson et al., 2017).. 

This suggests that the effectiveness and the cost of smartphone protective behaviours may not 

influence protective behaviour (Verijjika, 2018). Finally, in line with other information 

security research, self-efficacy has the most support within the PMT smartphone literature 

(Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018; Thompson et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2014; Verkijika, 2018). 

Interestingly, in a comparison study between users of both mobile devices and PC’s, users 

had lower self-efficacy on their mobile phones compared to their PC’s. They also believed 

that protective measures were less effective and more costly to perform on their mobile 

phones compared to PC’s (McGill & Thompson, 2017). These findings suggest that due to 

the relative recency and rapid adoption of smartphone usage, users may lack awareness in 
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how to appropriately and effectively protect their smartphones (McGill & Thompson, 2017). 

The importance of understanding and educating the home user has become increasingly 

apparent, as the translation of behaviours, and use of personal devices within the 

organisational context has potential dangers for organisational privacy and security. This 

confirms the need to educate users on the importance of knowledge, skill and confidence in 

effectively protecting their smartphones. 

Additional Variables  

The current evidence suggests that PMT constructs on average account for between 

.34 and .50 of the variance in that particular population (Sommestad et al., 2015a; Thompson 

et al., 2017). Like within any research context, it is important not to limit exploration, or to 

only consider one particular model or theory. For this reason, it is important to note that 

multiple studies throughout the literature have considered and found significant evidence for 

a variety of additional variables. These include; subjective norm (Anderson & Agarwal, 

2010; Herath & Rao, 2009; Ifinedo, 2011; Martens et al., 2019; McGill & Thompson, 2017; 

Tsai et al., 2016), descriptive norm (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Herath & Rao, 2009; 

Thompson et al., 2017), psychological ownership (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Thompson et 

al., 2017), social influence (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Tu et al., 

2014), habit strength (Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018; Tsai et al., 2016; Vance et al., 2012), 

anticipated regret (Sommestad, Karlzén, & Hallberg, 2015b; Verkijika, 2018). Again, a 

majority of these identified factors have been identified as relevant within organisational and 

personal computer contexts, however little is known about their importance within the 

smartphone security setting (McGill & Thompson, 2017). 

Discussion 

In this review, we provide a detailed overview into the sudden dependence in 

smartphones, we identify that users are not protecting their smartphones appropriately, and 
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we look at PMT as a model of explaining information security and smartphone behaviour. In 

this section, we briefly discuss the theoretical and applied implications of this review and 

propose a way forward.  

Limitations and Implications  

Referring to the evidence outlined above, it is clear there is still research to be done in 

understanding smartphone user security behaviour. It is understood that people do not behave 

safely on smartphones (Alsaleh et al., 2017; Chen & Li, 2017; Thompson & McGill, 2017). 

However, to explain this, there are still gaps that exist within the PMT literature. Most 

notably a lack of understanding into smartphone specific security behaviours and a lack of 

understanding to the extent of behaviour transfer between organisational and home settings. It 

is interesting then to consider the comparison in behaviour of a smartphone user across the 

organisational and personal contexts. Given the argument that coping-appraisal variables are 

not relevant to the organisational setting emphasises the need to understand whether 

smartphone users behave in the same way across contexts. Increasingly organisations are 

providing work-supplied smartphones to assist employees in their roles, and quite commonly 

these individuals will also own and regularly use a smartphone for personal and work use 

(Allam et al., 2014; Clarke et al., 2016; Hewitt et al., 2017). The degree to which 

organisational policies and procedures taught and practiced within the workplace then 

transfer to the use of a personal smartphone is unknown. If individuals behave unsafely on 

their personal smartphone devices in the workplace, this can expose the organisation to 

security risks that it does not have the ability or authority to prevent or protect as it is the 

individual’s personal device. This may be particularly true for smaller organisations that do 

not have the resources to educate employees on safe smartphone use.  
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Future Research Directions 

Future research into smartphone security behaviour should endeavour to understand 

how people behave on their devices across contexts. The use of PMT in examining this 

comparison will inform how to best educate both home and organisational smartphone users. 

This investigation will expose whether training and education within the workplace setting 

transfers to the home setting. This will then inform researchers of the most effective way to 

educate smartphone users, especially if this training is required to be different depending on 

the context. This should aid in the overarching goal of achieving an effective level of security 

behaviours and awareness in the general population.  
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Abstract 

The use of smartphones as a person’s sole device has seen a dramatic increase in recent years, 

as has concern for smartphone security.  Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) used to 

investigate smartphone security behaviour has received preliminary support; however, the 

display of consistent behaviour across contexts is yet to be empirically explored. Therefore, 

this study examined smartphone security attitudes, motivations and behaviour on both personal 

and work devices. Ten working Australians participated in semi-structured interviews and the 

data was analysed using deductive and inductive thematic analysis, guided by PMT to explore 

the comparisons between personal and work devices. Results suggest that perceived 

vulnerability, perceived reward, response cost, self-efficacy and social influence largely 

contributed to a lack of protective behaviour displayed on personal smartphones. Despite the 

safe behaviour displayed on work smartphones, it is suggested these behaviours were motivated 

by organisational controls, rather than being intrinsically motivated. The findings of this 

research have applied implications for education programs within both home and workplace 

contexts. Future research should aim to improve current training and education so that skills 

and protective behaviours are transferred across contexts, as users understand the benefit to not 

only their organisation but to their individual safety. 

Keywords: Smartphone, Smartphone Devices, Protection Motivation Theory, 

Information systems, Security behaviour 
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1. Introduction 

Smartphone use has proliferated throughout our everyday, private and work lives. 

Smartphone security is a growing concern. To further this body of research, we explore 

smartphone users’ attitudes, perceptions and behaviours towards the security of their work 

provided and personal smartphone devices. The use of smartphones as a person’s sole device 

has seen a dramatic increase in recent years and this has introduced a whole host of new 

challenges for user information security (Mylonas, Gritzalis, Tsoumas, & Apostolopoulos, 

2013; Verijika, 2018; Allam, Flowerday & Flowerday, 2014). A smartphone is defined as an 

internet enabled device that is complimented by intuitively designed interfaces and 

continuously advancing operating systems (Verkijika, 2018; Wang, Xiang, & Fesenmaier, 

2014; Clarke, Symes, Saevanee & Furnell, 2016; Haris, Haddadi, & Hui, 2014). It has been 

predicted that the number of smartphone users in the world will surpass the 2.5 billion mark 

in 2019 (Statista, 2016). The introduction of smartphones has greatly enhanced user 

productivity and efficiency when performing daily tasks including functions to aid the 

creation, sharing and consumption of content such as emails, social media, navigation and 

online banking.  Current smartphones are now more powerful than PC’s have been in the past 

ten years (Das & Khan, 2016). Similarly, this surge in smartphone adoption has been 

reflected within the organisational setting, enabling a new level of operational efficiency, 

benefitting employers by having a constantly connected workforce (Allam, Flowerday, & 

Flowerday, 2014). However, to utilise many of the smartphone features, users are required to 

disclose their personal information such as names, addresses, financial and other sensitive 

details (Alsaleh, Alomar, & Alarifi, 2017). Therefore, while smartphones and their versatile 

functions enable users to have a truly wireless, and connected lifestyle, they also pose 

significant security and privacy threats (Torre, Sanchez, Koceva, & Adorni, 2018). 
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1.1 Smartphone security 

Due to the degree of sensitive information stored on smartphone devices, the theft of 

or access to a smartphone could result in stolen identities, blackmail, extortion and the re-sell 

value of the hardware (Chen & Li, 2017; Ophoff & Robinson, 2014; Alsaleh et al., 2017; 

Clarke et al., 2016). There are also many ways that hackers can install malware onto a 

victim’s device, gaining unauthorised access to sensitive information (Alsaleh et al., 2017). 

Alarmingly, McGill &Thompson (2017) found over 18 million mobile malware detections in 

2016, an increase of 105% compared to the previous year. The same research found that 

smartphone vulnerabilities had experienced a growth of 32% in that same year. More recent 

research detected over 8.5 million malicious smartphone installation packages, 128,886 

smartphone banking trojans and 261,214 ransomware trojans (Verkijika, 2018). 

Given the obvious frequency and gravity of these threats, one might assume that users 

would exercise extreme caution when operating and securing their smartphones. However, 

research has found the opposite. Users are generally nonchalant in their attitudes and 

behaviours towards smartphones and information security (Clarke et al., 2016). Current 

research suggests that smartphone users are largely unaware of their susceptibility, and many 

users tend to ignore security mechanisms or feel that they are generally ineffective in 

preventing or reducing the dangers and threats when using smartphones (Kusyanti & Puspa, 

2018; Mylonas, Kastania, & Gritzalis, 2013; Hewitt, Dolezel & McLeod, 2017). Previous 

studies have found that even people who have fallen victim to a mobile security related 

incident still fail to secure their smartphones with something as simple as a passcode or pin 

(Clarke et al., 2016).  

Despite smartphone users playing a significant role in the security ecosystem, their 

part is often undervalued and the research into user behaviour is not as extensive as the 

research into the technology aspect of security models (Mylonas et al., 2013, Ophoff & 
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Robinson, 2014). It must be understood that, for the most part, humans are considered to be 

the weak link in this scenario as their actions directly influence the strength of their security 

and privacy (Winnefeld et al., 2015). Research has highlighted a disconnect between user 

desire for security, compared to the effort required to install and manage reliable security 

controls (Clarke, et al., 2016). Not only is this concerning for achieving good information 

systems security (ISS) in the general population, but it may be even more concerning for 

organisations whose employees have access to personal and sensitive client or organisational 

information who are often not adequately skilled to ensure good security settings on their 

smartphones (Allam et al., 2014).   

1.2 Protection Motivation Theory 

A growing body of literature has focussed on why people might act in a dissonant 

manner and chose not to protect themselves against threat or danger. This research is based 

on understanding attitudes, motivations, intentions and adoption of behaviours towards 

protecting one’s information security. This literature has been dominated by the Protection 

Motivation Theory (PMT), which can explain the common disparity between what a user 

thinks or knows they should do and their actual behaviour (Rogers, 1975). 

The model, first coined in 1975 by Rogers, has been applied to numerous studies to 

understand protective behaviour, predominately related to health (Milne, Sheeran, & Orbell, 

2000). PMT consists of two cognitive processes, the threat-appraisal and the coping-

appraisal, depicted in Figure 1. The threat-appraisal process considers the likelihood and 

impact of the risk, while the coping-appraisal process considers the effectiveness of the 

adaptive response and the individual’s ability to perform this behaviour. (Rogers, 1983; 

Maddux & Rogers, 1983; Floyd et al., 2000; Milne et al., 2000; Verkijika, 2018).  Each of the 

components within the model will be explained below. 
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7. Perceived severity is the magnitude, or how serious the individual judges the threat to 

be (Milne et al., 2000; Vance et al., 2012). In other words, how detrimental the user 

perceives consequences of the threat to be (Verkijika, 2018). For example, Reeves, 

Parsons and Calic (2017) found that when asked about mobile computing/IoT, 

employees who felt more personally at risk (e.g., of reprimand, reduced productivity, 

personal data loss) were more likely to avoid behaviours that may lead to the risk 

event.  

8. Perceived vulnerability is the extent to which an individual believes they are 

susceptible to a threat, or their perception of the probability of the threat actually 

occurring (Liang & Xue, 2010; Milne et al., 2000). With regards to smartphone 

security, this concerns a user’s perception or belief around the likelihood of their 

device being compromised (Verkijika, 2018).  

9. Perceived reward regards any benefit to the user, whether it be intrinsic or extrinsic, 

that motivates the user to continue or even increase the maladaptive response, 

disregarding the protective behaviour, such as downloading free pirated apps (Vance 

et al., 2012).  
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10. Response efficacy refers to an individual’s belief that the coping response or 

protective behaviour is actually capable of reducing the threat (Milne et al., 2000). In 

terms of smartphone security, it is the extent to which an individual perceives that 

behaving securely effectively minimises the risk of a threat occurring (Verkijika, 

2018).  

11. Response cost refers to the perceived cost associated with implementing the protective 

behaviour (Vance et al., 2012). These can include money, time or effort exerted to 

perform the protective behaviour (Milne et al., 2000).  

12. Self -efficacy is an individual’s level of perceived skill or ability in performing the 

protective behaviour (Verkijika, 2018). This can be conceptualised as ability or 

autonomy. Ability refers to how capable or competent the individual feels, and 

autonomy refers to an individual’s capacity to protect themselves against a security 

threat on their smartphone (Sommestad, Karlzén, & Hallberg, 2015a; Vance et al., 

2012). 

More often than not, these variables are assessed by measuring intentions to adopt 

through observing actual behaviour or self-reported behaviour (Tu, Yuan, & Archer, 2014). 

1.3 Previous research: PMT and Information Security  

As discussed previously, there is a substantial body of literature exploring PMT in a 

range of contexts, including how the different PMT factors are linked to information security 

behaviours (Blythe, Coventry & Little, 2015; Sommestad et al., 2015a). It has been applied to 

a range of common information security contexts (Tsai et al., 2016), populations (Dang-Pham 

& Pittayachawan, 2015; Verkijika, 2018), devices (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010), and settings 

(Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Siponen, Adam Mahmood, & Pahnila, 2014).  
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It is important to note that although the majority of previous research has focused on 

work or organisational contexts, there has been some disagreement that the conclusions 

drawn within this setting are applicable to the home context (Dang-Pham & Pittayachawan, 

2015). It has been suggested within the literature, that applying PMT to an organisational 

context implies that fear is influencing behaviour, and that users perceive organisational risk 

at the same level as personal risk (Hovav & Putri, 2016). The relevance of the coping-

appraisal variables within the organisational setting have also been questioned, due to 

behaviours being mandatory (Sommestad et al., 2015a; Verkijika, 2018). More recent 

criticisms are that home users may not have access to the same security training or support 

within the home context, that they rely on ill-informed information sourced from family and 

friends, that there is a greater requirement for self-reliance, and that they perceive their 

personal information as not important enough to be targeted (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; 

McGill & Thompson, 2017). Although the PMT has been used to examine information 

security behaviours in both organisational and home contexts, as discussed in the next 

sections, to date the findings have been mixed, and no study has yet to compare smartphone 

security behaviour in work and home contexts.  

1.3.1 PMT and Information security in organisational settings 

A large portion of the research on PMT and information security has been in an 

organisational context, often investigating employee compliance towards security policies. 

Vance et al. (2012) found perceived severity to have a significant positive impact on 

employees’ intention to comply with information security policies, as is supported by several 

studies investigating PMT and employee policy compliance (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & 

Larsen, 2009; Siponen et al., 2014). While there is some evidence suggesting that perceived 

vulnerability might influence employee intentions to comply with security policies (Lee & 

Larsen, 2009; Siponen et al., 2014), there is also evidence that suggests it is not a significant 
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predictor (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Ifinedo, 2011; Vance et al., 2012). Ifinedo (2012) found 

response efficacy to have the strongest effect on compliance, meaning employees were 

motivated to adhere to policies if they believed there were high expected returns by doing so, 

with support in the literature for this (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & Larsen, 2009). 

Conversely, Ifinedo (2012) did not find response cost to have a significant relationship, 

suggesting this might be due to differing perspectives on costliness of a response. The 

component of perceived reward has been a variable of interest included within this population 

setting, however Vance (2012) was the only study to find a significant negative relationship, 

which is consistent with PMT.   Most stable of these findings has been that self-efficacy is 

consistently shown to influence employee intentions to comply with security policies of their 

organisations (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Siponen et al., 2014; Vance et al., 

2012). 

1.3.2 PMT and information security in personal settings 

A change in research focus has seen some of the most recent PMT studies into 

information security investigating user motivations, intentions and behaviours within the 

home setting. The findings within this context are arguably more consistent. Perceived 

severity was found to have a significant positive relationship with security behaviours in a 

number of studies (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Liang & Xue, 2009; Crossler & Bélanger, 

2014; Martens et al., 2019). Similarly, there is consistent evidence for perceived vulnerability 

having a significant effect on protective behaviours (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Liang & 

Xue, 2010; Martens et al., 2019; Thompson et al., 2017). Despite this, Hanus & Wu (2016) 

did not find the same support, suggesting that vulnerability infers that the user is aware that a 

threat exists, which is often not the case especially in the home setting. Similarly, response 

efficacy has good support within the home context (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Crossler & 

Bélanger, 2014; Hanus & Wu, 2016; Liang & Xue, 2010; Martens et al., 2019). There were a 
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number of studies that excluded response cost as a variable of interest, as it is suggested 

security behaviours are not costly (Zhang & McDowell, 2009). Despite this, the studies that 

did consider response cost found support for its inclusion (Hanus & Wu, 2016; Liang & Xue, 

2010; Thompson et al., 2017). Self-efficacy also had consistent support within the literature 

(Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Crossler & Bélanger, 2014; Hanus & Wu, 2016; Liang & Xue, 

2010; Thompson et al., 2017). Although Martens et al. (2019) did not find the same support, 

they argued that this might be due to level of digital skill, suggesting that the previous 

literature has used population samples that are often highly educated (i.e. university students). 

Perceived reward was excluded as a potential variable in all the aforementioned studies.  

1.3.3 PMT and ISS behaviour on smartphones  

As outlined initially, the emergence of smartphones within both organisational and 

home contexts has become increasingly apparent. PMT has more recently been utilised to 

examine why smartphone users may chose not to adopt protective behaviours. User 

relationship with a smartphone has looked at theft or loss (Tu et al., 2014), app permissions 

(Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018), general smartphone security (Verkijika, 2018), and comparisons 

between smartphone and PC behaviours (McGill & Thompson, 2017; Thompson et al., 

2017). The findings across these contexts have been inconsistent. Perceived severity and 

perceived vulnerability have support within the literature (Thompson et al., 2017; Tu et al., 

2015; Verkijika, 2018). This suggests that smartphone users will use protective behaviours if 

they feel vulnerable to threats and if the threat has severe consequences. Although not in line 

with the broader information security literature, there is a lack of evidence for response cost 

and efficacy within the mobile and smartphone context specifically (Thompson et al., 2017). 

This suggests that the effectiveness and the cost of smartphone protective behaviours may not 

influence protective behaviour (Verijjika, 2018). Finally, in line with other information 

security research, self-efficacy has the most support within the PMT smartphone literature 
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(Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018; Thompson et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2014; Verkijika, 2018). 

Interestingly, in a comparison study between users of both mobile devices and PC’s, users 

had lower self-efficacy on their mobile phones compared to their PC’s. They also believed 

that protective measures were less effective and more costly to perform on their mobile 

phones compared to PC’s (McGill & Thompson, 2017). These findings suggest that due to 

the relative recency and rapid adoption of smartphone usage, users may lack awareness in 

how to appropriately and effectively protect their smartphones (McGill & Thompson, 2017). 

The importance of understanding and educating the home user has become increasingly 

apparent, as the translation of behaviours, and use of personal devices within the 

organisational context has potential dangers for organisational privacy and security. This 

confirms the need to educate users on the importance of knowledge, skill and confidence in 

effectively protecting their smartphones.  

1.4 Additional Variables  

The current evidence suggests that PMT constructs on average account for between 

34 and 50 percent of the variance (Sommestad et al., 2015a; Thompson et al., 2017). Like 

within any research context, it is important not to limit exploration, or to only consider one 

particular model or theory. For this reason, it is important to note that multiple studies 

throughout the literature have considered and found significant evidence for a variety of 

additional variables. These include; subjective norms (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Herath & 

Rao, 2009b; Ifinedo, 2011; Martens et al., 2019; McGill & Thompson, 2017; Tsai et al., 

2016), descriptive norms (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Herath & Rao, 2009b; Thompson et 

al., 2017), psychological ownership (Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Thompson et al., 2017), 

social influence (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Tu et al., 2014), habit 

strength (Kusyanti & Puspa, 2018; Tsai et al., 2016; Vance et al., 2012), and anticipated 

regret (Sommestad, Karlzén, & Hallberg, 2015b; Verkijika, 2018). Again, a majority of these 
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factors have been identified as relevant within organisational and personal computer contexts, 

however little is known about their importance within the smartphone security setting 

(McGill & Thompson, 2017). 

1.5 Study aims  

Referring to the evidence outlined above, it is clear there is still research to be done in 

understanding smartphone user security behaviour. Most notably, there is a lack of 

understanding of smartphone specific security behaviours and a lack of understanding about 

the extent of behaviour transfer between organisational and home settings. It is interesting 

then to consider the comparison in behaviour of a smartphone user across the organisational 

and personal contexts. For example, it is unknown whether organisational policies and 

procedures taught and practiced within the workplace transfer to the use of a personal 

smartphone. Therefore, the aim of this study is to understand how people behave on 

smartphone devices across contexts, and whether context influences behaviour on 

smartphone devices.  

Specifically, the research questions were as follows: 1) to what extent do participants 

use the same security behaviours on smartphones regardless of context? And 2) can PMT be 

used to explore this comparison?  
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2. Method 

Data collection involved qualitative interviews. Data was collected over a three-

month period, May through August 2019. Ethics approval was granted in May 2019 by the 

Human Research Ethics Subcommittee of the University of Adelaide School of Psychology 

(H-2019-45). 

2.1 Participants 

A total of ten (8 females, 2 males) working Australians volunteered to participate in 

the interviews, ranging from 34 to 56 years of age (M = 45, SD = 7.81). Basic participant 

demographics are summarised in Table 1. Participants were given pseudonyms, and any 

identifying information discussed by participants was de-identified. Participants were all 

employed by and recruited from an Australian insurance company. All were employed full-

time at the time of the interview, in various roles across the business, with a mix of internal 

and external customer facing roles. Participants were required to be over the age of 18, 

currently employed by the selected Australian insurance company, had a smartphone device 

supplied to them by the organisation to assist in their duties at work, and also a personal 

phone owned by the individual for use outside of work. 
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2.2 Procedure  

Participants were recruited internally through the organisation. Advertisements were 

made on the organisation’s intranet page, with reminders through the regular intranet updates 

email chain. This recruitment strategy meant that no direct recruitment approaches were 

made, therefore there was no coercion to participate. The advertisement directed eligible 

participants to contact the researcher via email or telephone if they were interested in being 

interviewed. Once the participant had made contact with the researcher, they were sent a 

participant information sheet (Appendix B) and a one-on-one interview time was arranged. 

Written informed consent (Appendix C) occurred at the beginning of each interview. 

Interviews were conducted in a secluded location within the organisation, with approval of 

the participant.  

Interviews were semi-structured, with open-ended questions to avoid biased answers 

(Potter & Hepburn, 2005). Loosely based on questions from Dang-Pham and Pittayachawan 

(2015), Thompson et al. (2017) and Verijika (2018), the interview questions referred to how 

dual smartphone owners used both devices in daily activities, the differences and similarities 

in use and in regard to protective behaviour (questions attached in Appendix D). All 

interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim by the researcher, using the 

orthographic method advised by Braun and Clarke (2006).  

Data saturation, as outlined by Guest, Bunce and Johnson (2006), was reached between the 

eighth and ninth interviews. However, the additional interview was conducted to ensure that 

saturation had occurred. Interviews lasted between 16 and 34 minutes (M = 25.8, SD = 5.82). 

A summary of the preliminary themes was emailed to the participants for review and 

reflection, following Tracy’ (2010) recommendation to conduct member checking. One 

participant responded to say they were satisfied with the suggested results.  
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2.3 Analysis  

Thematic analysis was used to analyse the data, combining both inductive and 

deductive approaches. This meant analysis was both guided by the components of PMT, as 

defined by Rogers (1983), but was also flexible and explorative, identifying themes which 

did not neatly fit within the theory. This mixed approach enabled a robust and rigorous 

analysis of the comparison between protective smartphone behaviour (Fereday & Muir-

Cochrane, 2006). Throughout the research process, the data was analysed sequentially so that 

each interview conducted would influence the next. After each interview, potential themes 

were noted. This provided the researcher with a clearer idea of which domains seemed to be 

relevant to participants throughout the research process allowing for constant comparison 

between interviews (Tracy, 2010). This also helped to identify when data saturation had 

occurred (Braun & Clarke, 2013).  

Analysis followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006; 2013) six-step guide to ensure quality 

and rigor of research. The first phase, familiarisation involved the researcher transcribing the 

interviews while noting preliminary themes. The next few phases involved generating initial 

codes, searching for themes and reviewing themes. This part of the analysis process was 

deductive, with the PMT used to guide the analysis. These themes were then reviewed against 

the data set as a whole. Data was then analysed inductively in order to identify themes across 

the data set which did not fit within PMT. At this stage, cross-checking of the themes with 

other researchers was employed, as encouraged by Pope and Mays (2006) to minimise 

researcher bias, ensuring research rigor and trustworthiness. Deductive analysis lead to the 

themes within PMT and inductive analysis identified the additional theme ‘social influence’, 

which were then named. The final stage of analysis involved the researcher selecting extracts 

from the data set that would provide vivid examples of the themes within the model of PMT, 

and the additional theme relating to social influence (Braun & Clarke, 2006; 2013).  
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3. Results 

The main overarching theme identified from the data was that people behave more 

safely on their work smartphones compared to on their personal smartphones. Using PMT to 

explore this comparison, it seems that it is not as simple as just better behaviour. The primary 

finding indicates that participants did not ultimately know why they performed protective 

behaviours on their work smartphones, or how the behaviours benefitted their safety and 

security rather than their reputation within the workplace. It seems people were behaving 

better due to the organisational controls and monitoring that was in place to protect them, 

which do not exist within a personal setting.  

To conceptualise this view, data was analysed according to the six components of the 

PMT extended model (Rogers, 1975, 1983; Maddux & Rogers, 1983). The higher sense of 

vulnerability, the presence of perceived reward and response cost and the higher need for 

self-efficacy within the personal setting were major themes. Inductive analysis provided the 

additional theme relevant to the construct ‘social influence’, which considers influences 

towards smartphone security behaviour external to the PMT model. The themes within this 

comparison will be explored in more detail below. 

In this study, risky or maladaptive smartphone security behaviour included 

downloading third-party, unofficial or pirated apps, choosing not to read privacy statements, 

accepting all permissions, using public unsecure Wi-Fi, not using a passcode to lock the 

device, not backing up the devices data, inappropriate use of social media (e.g. such as using 

unsafe surveys without reading privacy agreements). This also included storing sensitive 

information on the smartphone without the correct precautions in place. Most significantly, 

participants unanimously reported behaving far safer on their work smartphones, in terms of 

refraining from almost all of the listed behaviours when compared to their personal 
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smartphones. Applying the main factors within the PMT, the specific themes are explored 

below in greater detail. 

3.1 Perceived Severity 

When comparing attitudes, intentions and behaviours towards protecting smartphones, 

participants seemed to perceive a similar severity for their work and personal devices. 

Perception of severity was generally based on purpose of use, and nature of the information 

accessed or stored on the smartphone. Cathy expressed this in relation to her work 

smartphone:  

I guess the reason why I don’t put my mind to the work phone that often is 

because I don’t access as many different apps and do as much personal activity with 

personal information and details through the work phone.  

Later in the interview, Cathy indicated that her personal smartphone would have more severe 

consequences due to the personal nature of information stored on the smartphone: 

I’d say personal, yeah, because you’ve got a whole lot more stuff on there that 

impacts you and your family and that sort of thing.  

Aspects such as job role also seemed to influence perceptions of severity, as 

suggested by Dorothy: 

…for me personally, I’d feel really horrible about client information being 

exposed because as a professional, that’s part of our ethics, so that would make me 

really uncomfortable professionally… I’d feel terrible…the ramifications for client 

stuff is bigger than, for the client, than the ramifications, so the money, for me.  
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This implies that the extent to which an individual feels personally responsible for the 

use of and information accessed on the device determines how severe they expect the threat 

to be. This was consistent amongst participants on both personal and work smartphones.  

3.2 Perceived Vulnerability 

A feeling of vulnerability, on the other hand, was perceived more frequently in 

relation to participants’ personal compared to their work smartphones. When discussing the 

use of the work smartphone, participants indicated not feeling vulnerable because of their 

reliance and sense of trust in the technical support they received through the organisation, as 

described by Pauline: 

 I’m fairly IT not very literate, and so I am assuming that, well we get software 

updates, regularly, and that if I just keep those updates updated, that whatever 

security is needed behind this phone happens. So I’m just assuming that it’s all 

secure, anti-virus, everything is done to this phone because it’s a work phone, but I 

have no idea what it is, or what they do, so I’m just assuming IT keep it up to date. 

This was a feeling shared amongst most of the participants who would often describe 

the IT support as extremely skilled, capable and able to ‘shutdown’ (Cathy, Dorothy, Scott, 

Di) or ‘wipe’ (Amanda, Cathy, Dorothy, Di) devices and ‘know exactly what to do’ (Dorothy, 

Daniella, Sam). As described by Pauline above, participants indicated that this perception of 

company security practices reduces the need for an individual’s own capacity in protecting 

themselves.  

3.3 Self-efficacy  

Self-efficacy is conceptualised in terms of ability and autonomy (Sommestad, 

Karlzén, & Hallberg, 2015a; Vance et al., 2012). Ability is described as knowing how to do 

the behaviour, and autonomy is taking ownership and responsibility of that behaviour (as 
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exemplified by Pauline, above). In the quote, below, Sam discussed her vulnerability and her 

lack of knowledge (i.e., ability) to protect her personal device: 

Probably the work phone, because I can go to Peter, and I’ll go Peter, I’ve 

lost the phone, and I’m sure he will work his magic around, I don’t know, resolving 

all of that. I don’t know, getting rid of all of that information on there, somehow. 

Whereas my personal phone, oh gosh, what could I do, I don’t know, I don’t have a 

lot of control over mine do I? No… I think, my work phone, IT department will sort it 

out for me, whereas my own phone, I have to do it myself and I wouldn’t even know 

where to begin.  

Sam indicated feeling supported in a solution provided by the organisation’s IT 

department. Therefore, there is no need for her to have any learnt problem-solving or coping 

strategies in place, and this is possibly why she didn’t feel capable in protecting her personal 

smartphone. This suggests that participants do not have greater skill or ability to protect their 

work smartphones, but rather there is support available and there are stricter controls on use 

of smartphones. Participants often did not engage in risky behaviour on their work 

smartphones, as there was often no benefit in doing so. This included not connecting to 

unsecure Wi-Fi due to supplied data plans, also not having a need or want to engage with 

social media, and being advised against downloading additional apps (and therefore reading 

privacy statements). It wasn’t expected by the organisation that employees would need to 

engage in this behaviour to help them do their job better, and it certainly wasn’t something 

that participants wanted to have or do on their work smartphones, as expressed by Dave:  

…because I use it so rarely, because I don’t do any other app or personal 

activity on it, I believe that I would always be able to stand on my own two feet and 
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say I’m not doing anything careless with it, because of my, as I said, minimalist 

approach with this [work phone].  

As Dave explained above, he is careful with his work smartphone use. Similarly, the 

majority of participants acknowledged they purposefully and consciously made the decision 

to behave safely on their work smartphone, as identified by Lisa: 

…we’ve got really good things in place here. But because I’m only using it for 

work related things, I don’t think I’m exposing the phone or anything that’s on the 

phone in any way.  

There are clear differences between smartphones regarding what is expected or 

required from a user. Protective behaviours such as using a passcode and refraining from 

downloading unregistered apps were often mandatory on the work smartphone. However, 

some behaviours such as backing up the device data or downloading and updating anti-viral 

software were not the responsibility of the end-user and these behaviours were performed by 

the organisation, as Scott explained:  

the work phone was nice because it happened for me type thing, so I didn’t 

really have to do anything, the updates came through and everything was forced and 

messages would come out from the service desk to say ‘run this update’ and things 

like that, so it was a bit of less involvement, it was sort of done for you, so you know 

you could just ‘it’s broken fix it, send me a new one’ whatever it is.  

However, this was not the case for personal devices, which required the user to take 

personal responsibility for all behaviours. This may have contributed to participants’ inability 

to enact such protective behaviours on their personal smartphones.  
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3.4 Perceived Reward and Response Cost 

Participants engaged in risky behaviour on their personal devices due to several 

reasons, but most specifically, the response cost associated with protective behaviours and the 

perceived reward associated with maladaptive responses. Often participants felt protective 

behaviours were ‘too costly’ (Cathy, Sam), ‘time-consuming’ (Daniella, Sam), ‘inconvenient’ 

(Scott, Cathy, Dave) and ‘boring’ (Lisa, Amanda, Daniella, Sam). As described by Lisa when 

justifying not reading privacy statements: 

[Interviewer – what are you gaining by not reading it?] time, haha, time 

yeah… and a lot of it’s, it’s information overload, as well, like it’s small print, you 

know and is this going to tell me anything that I’m not already assuming that you’re 

going to be doing? 

Lisa identified the behaviour as not only costly, but also ineffective. Participants 

would often weigh up cost and gains of maladaptive behaviour, as Dave explained in regards 

to connecting to unsecure Wi-Fi:  

…I know and accept the fact that nothing is for free and that absolutely, 

and it’s the same for apps as well, nothing is ever for free and they are always 

collecting data and numbers and activity, from me. So I know that, I know that 

they are doing that, but that’s the price I’m willing to pay because it means I can 

watch a movie on my phone while I’m waiting for a flight. 

Further, when discussing reward and cost, this was often in regard to access. 

Participants would use phrases such as ‘tick the box’ (Dave, Daniella, Pauline) ‘gain 

accessibility’ (Di, Scott) ‘get access’ (Cathy), ‘click the button’ (Lisa) ‘it won’t let me unless 

I do’ (Sam, Dorothy). It should be acknowledged, then, that participants commonly expressed 

being aware if they were doing the wrong thing, as explained by Daniella: 
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…probably another reason why I don’t download things on my work phone as 

well because I’m not great at reading terms and conditions and I wouldn’t want to put 

something on there that I haven’t read. 

Therefore, participants seemed to be aware of maladaptive behaviours and restricted 

these on their work smartphones. However, that was not the case on their personal 

smartphones. For example, Daniella admitted to downloading numerous apps on her personal 

smartphone without reading the conditions or privacy statements:  

…my personal phone I use all my apps, all my games… I probably should 

have read them, I kind of probably just accepted them, um as I do with most things.  

This might suggest the reason that participants lacked good behaviours on their 

personal devices was due to not having a complete awareness of the importance and 

effectiveness of behaviours in both the organisational and personal contexts. For example, 

participants were aware that connecting to unsecure Wi-Fi was not allowed on work phones 

for security reasons, but may not have been aware of the extent that this behaviour could also 

protect their personal smartphone devices.  

3.5 Response Efficacy 

Despite displaying generally poor security behaviours on personal smartphones, when 

participants did utilise a protective behaviour, they acknowledged that the behaviour was 

effective, as discussed by Lisa when asked why she used a code to lock her personal phone:  

...it’s just a good safeguard in case someone, you know I lose it, it’s locked, so 

somebody can’t, hopefully, access it.  
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This was consistent amongst participants with regard to a variety of different 

behaviours (Amanda, Dorothy, Dave, Scott, Daniella). This suggests that to some extent 

training and educating have been effective, and may have transferred to personal contexts.  

3.6 Social Influence 

A concept that was beyond the scope of PMT was the role of social influence, 

subjective norm and descriptive norm. Each of these concepts have been used throughout 

previous literature as additional variables to supplement the explanatory power of a PMT 

model (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010; Lee & Larsen, 2009; Tu et al., 2014). These variables 

suggest that there is some form of social influence on behaviour. This was true in this study 

for both personal and work smartphones. When discussing the social impact on the use of 

their work smartphones participants used phrases such as ‘being caught’, ‘being monitored’, 

‘corporate policy’, ‘embarrassing’, ‘be careful’, ‘don’t contradict the values’, ‘someone 

could potentially see it’, ‘security conscious’ and ‘strict’ (Cathy, Scott, Daniella, Amanda, 

Dave, Pauline, Di, Sam). This suggests that participants were performing safely because it 

was expected from them and they wanted to do the right thing by the organisation, not 

necessarily because they were intrinsically motivated or because they thought that security is 

important, as described by Daniella:  

I think with the work phone as well, is I guess it’s not technically my property 

so at any time it can be accessed by IT so you know it’s kind of like ‘oh I’m just going 

to restrict the information on there’, Number one, I don’t ever want to contradict 

policy, and it’s probably just easier, keeps it clean and keeps them very differentiated. 

The idea of social influence can also be used to describe participants’ use of personal 

smartphones, and the justification/explanation that engaging in risky behaviour is ok because 
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‘everybody does it’ (Scott, Dave, Daniella, Lisa, Di, Cathy, Dorothy, Sam), as expressed by 

Amanda:  

I don’t know why I’ve accepted it, I think because I see everyone else using it 

and so it’s like, oh well, they think it’s fine, I’ll think it’s fine too…yeah, going by kind 

of herd mentality, and herd immunity and figuring if there are now hundreds of 

people doing it, then the chances of me being mucked over is lower because there’s 99 

other people to pick.  

4. Discussion 

A large body of literature explored aspects relating to PMT and information security 

behaviour. However, despite the rapid adoption of smartphones, there is limited literature 

exploring user security behaviour on smartphones, especially those with two devices. 

Therefore, the aim of this study was to explore and compare user security behaviour on 

smartphones in both the personal and workplace contexts. The following sections will discuss 

the study’s findings, applications, limitations and future directions.  

4.1 Findings and Implications  

A key finding that emerged from the data was that people behave safer on their work 

devices compared to their personal devices. This was often despite feeling far more 

vulnerable and incapable of protecting themselves on their personal smartphones. For 

example, all participants protected their work smartphones with a code, but this was not 

always the case on personal smartphones. Similarly, all participants refrained from 

downloading pirated or unofficial apps on their work devices, whereas many had these 

installed on their personal devices.  

Using PMT to explore and thematically analyse this comparison, several themes were 

identified. The strongest themes were; a higher sense of vulnerability on personal devices; a 
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higher need for self-efficacy on personal devices; the occurrence of perceived reward and 

response cost on personal devices. There were no differences in device use and perception 

regarding perceived severity and response efficacy. Inductive analysis identified the role of 

social influence on both personal and work smartphones. 

Participants generally felt that their personal smartphones were far more vulnerable or 

more susceptible to a security threat. This finding is not surprising, with little support for 

perceived vulnerability within the PMT organisational literature (Herath & Rao, 2009b; 

Ifinedo, 2011; Vance et al., 2012). Participants felt less vulnerable on their work smartphones 

for several reasons. Firstly, participants often did very little activity on their work 

smartphones, besides the basic telephoning and email functions. It was also acknowledged 

participants did not engage in risky behaviour on their smartphones due to lack of need and 

policy. This was also influenced by the idea that engaging in risky behaviour was linked to 

punishment, rather than good protective behaviours being linked to benefits for the 

individual. Finally, the organisation took care of a majority of the security behaviours, 

leaving the participant feeling safe in the hands of IT. Participants did not have this safety-net 

on their personal phones, and frequently admitted to engaging in risky behaviour such as not 

reading privacy statements, and connecting to unsecure Wi-Fi.   

In terms of self-efficacy, there was a higher need for this component in the personal 

smartphone context.  This is interesting as previous literature identified a high need for self-

efficacy within the organisational setting (Herath & Rao, 2009b; Lee & Larsen, 2009; 

Siponen et al., 2014; Vance et al., 2012). In this study, participants often considered 

themselves to be solely responsible for the protection and security of their personal 

smartphones. Participants often acknowledged that the work smartphones had systems of 

support and required less effort to maintain and look after. This meant participants did not 

have to practice all protective behaviours on their work smartphones, and therefore did not 
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perform them on their personal smartphones either. It did not seem as though participants 

knew exactly how the organisation protected their smartphones; therefore, this limited their 

ability and autonomy to perform these behaviours themselves. From a practical perspective, it 

is suggested that if participants understood how the work smartphone was protected and why, 

this might increase protective behaviours in the personal context.  

Participants often discussed perceived reward and response cost within the same 

nature. Despite being defined as separate components and within separate appraisal 

processes, these have often been operationalised as a single construct (Verijika, 2018; 

Thompson et al., 2017; Sommestad et al. 2015a). When using their personal smartphone, 

participants often perceived some reward as a result of performing risky behaviours such as 

connecting to unsecure Wi-Fi at airports. Similarly, the cost of performing protective 

behaviours was often a reason for not performing them on personal smartphone devices, such 

as backing up data or reading privacy statements, which were considered too time consuming 

and inconvenient. In sum, both these components combined led to participants justifying their 

poor security behaviour on personal smartphones. As has been suggested within previous 

literature, protective behaviours are often mandatory within a workplace, and therefore 

participants would not consider costs. Similarly, rewards may not have existed within this 

context, as performing risky behaviours such as downloading unregistered apps would have 

contradicted policy and ultimately could have led to dismissal. Rewards would not have out-

weighed consequences within the work context.  

The use of deductive analysis provided the final theme social influence. This concept has 

been identified within previous literature. This concept suggests that individual behaviour is 

unavoidably influenced by surrounding people (Tu et al., 2014). Inevitably, social networks 

play a major role in adoption of protective behaviour (Liang & Xue, 2009). Social influence 

can encourage compliance due to the need for getting approval, acceptance or the fear of 
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punishment (Liang & Xue, 2009). This was certainly found within our data, in terms of 

performing protective behaviours on the work smartphone. However, social influence can 

also involve aligning one’s own values with that of the broader group, the consequence of 

which resulted in performing risky behaviours on personal smartphones that may have been 

recognised as socially desirable (Lee & Larsen, 2008, Liang & Xue, 2009). 

4.1.1 Applied Implications  

The themes identified within the data offer several applied implications, particularly 

to the broader aim of establishing good security behaviours and awareness in the general 

population. Firstly, it was not explicitly discussed by participants, but must be acknowledged 

that the ultimate consequence of performing risky or maladaptive behaviours on their work 

smartphones was dismissal from the workplace. The organisation had policies in place in 

regard to internet usage, smartphone usage and acceptable behaviour in the workplace. As 

mentioned throughout the analysis, and particularly in relation to social influence – 

participants may have behaved safely from fear of punishment or wanting to do the right 

thing (D’Arcy, Hovav & Galletta, 2009; Herath & Rao, 2009a; Myyry et al., 2009). From the 

perspective of the organisation, this might be considered as a successful outcome. However, 

this could mean that instead of using their work smartphones to do anything ‘riskier’, 

participants might perform this on their personal smartphones, and then connect this to the 

workplace via email or other means. This could inadvertently expose the organisation to risk 

they cannot control or avoid. Further, the lack of good security behaviour performed on 

personal smartphones could potentially result in malicious intent such as hacking or 

extortion. If a hacker was successful, they could potentially have access to the organisation if 

the individual had workplace information stored on their personal smartphone.  

With these implications in mind, it must also be acknowledged that the participants 

within this study had participated in several technology and cyber-security trainings within 
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their workplace. The results of this study would suggest that this training had been successful, 

as participants behaved safely on their work smartphones, complying with policy. It is 

interesting that this education and training was not displayed on personal smartphones. 

Traditionally PMT research within the organisational context has investigated and made 

suggestions for improving employee policy compliance (Ifinedo 2011, Vance et al., 2012; 

Siponen et al., 2014; Lee & Larsen, 2008; Herath & Rao, 2009b). This is not the findings of 

the current research, with employees behaving extremely compliantly. However, the lack of 

good behaviour performed regardless of context suggests that the training was not as 

effective as it could be. This might indicate that participants did not ultimately know why 

they performed particular behaviours, or how the behaviours benefitted their safety and 

security rather than their reputation within the workplace. The transfer of behaviour may not 

be occurring as the behaviours are not intrinsically motivated. For example, if a workplace 

brought in a new policy that everyone must walk 20,000 steps a day, employees would do 

this because it is a requirement and they want to do the right thing. However, if no other 

information is communicated about the benefits of walking 20,000 steps to overall health, as 

soon as employees left the workplace, it is unlikely they would continue this behaviour as it 

has no relevance to them outside of the workplace environment. This is the same within the 

smartphone and information security behaviour context.  

4.2 Limitations and Future Directions 

While this study has provided a useful insight into the relationship between 

organisational and personal smartphone security behaviour, it is not without its limitations. 

Firstly, the participant sample was limited to a single workplace, which may be subject to 

bias. Future research should attempt to triangulate results, possibly with other workplaces, 

and those who specialise in smartphone security and training (Tracey, 2010). In addition, the 

interviews were based on self-report and in aid of convenience, interviews were conducted 
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within the workplace. It is possible then, despite being made aware of confidentiality, that 

participants avoided admitting some poor security behaviours performed on work-supplied 

smartphones. Finally, selection bias may have also influenced participation in the study. 

Specifically attracting those who were confident in their work smartphone usage, 

discouraging participation from those who behaved poorly.   

Considering the results of this study, it is suggested that future research focus on 

tackling the education of personal smartphone security. PMT guided analysis enabled a direct 

comparison and exploration into which factors might influence adaptive and maladaptive 

security behaviour performed on both personal and work smartphones. It is however 

suggested that future research consider not only PMT, but variables beyond the theory such 

as the role of social influence which was evident within our data. Ultimately the goal of 

future research should be in improving current training and education so that skills and 

protective behaviours are transferred across contexts, as users understand the benefit to not 

only their organisation but to their individual safety. Future organisational education 

programs should emphasise the importance of security and secure behaviours within the 

home and personal context. However, it is important here to consider cyber fatigue and not 

overloading people with lots of different information on cyber-security (Reeves, 2019). This 

should be essential in the development of successful education programs.  

4.3 Conclusion 

This study examined the relationship between user behaviour on personal 

smartphones and work supplied smartphones. Results indicated that participants behaved 

safer on their work smartphones devices compared to their personal smartphone devices. It 

was found that perceived vulnerability, perceived reward, response cost, self-efficacy and 

social influence largely contributed to a lack of protective behaviour displayed on personal 

smartphones. These findings have important theoretical and applied implications. 
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Theoretically, while PMT was able to provide insight into the relationship, additional 

variables will aid this investigation. From an applied perspective, fear of penalty was linked 

to many of the themes, therefore it is suggested that education programs within organisations 

focus upon the benefits of protective behaviours to employees in both organisational and 

home contexts.  
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been followed. The sex of animals must be indicated, and where appropriate, the influence 
(or association) of sex on the results of the study.  

Declaration of interest  
All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or 
organizations that could inappropriately influence (bias) their work. Examples of potential 
competing interests include employment, consultancies, stock ownership, honoraria, paid 
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expert testimony, patent applications/registrations, and grants or other funding. Authors 
must disclose any interests in two places: 1. A summary declaration of interest statement in 
the title page file (if double-blind) or the manuscript file (if single-blind). If there are no 
interests to declare then please state this: 'Declarations of interest: none'. This summary 
statement will be ultimately published if the article is accepted. 2. Detailed disclosures as 
part of a separate Declaration of Interest form, which forms part of the journal's official 
records. It is important for potential interests to be declared in both places and that the 
information matches. More information. 

Submission declaration and verification  

Submission of an article implies that the work described has not been published previously 
(except in the form of an abstract, a published lecture or academic thesis, see 'Multiple, 
redundant or concurrent publication' for more information), that it is not under 
consideration for publication elsewhere, that its publication is approved by all authors and 
tacitly or explicitly by the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if 
accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in English or in any other 
language, including electronically without the written consent of the copyrightholder. To 
verify originality, your article may be checked by the originality detection service Crossref 
Similarity Check. 

Use of inclusive language 

Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to 
differences, and promotes equal opportunities. Articles should make no assumptions about 
the beliefs or commitments of any reader, should contain nothing which might imply that 
one individual is superior to another on the grounds of race, sex, culture or any other 
characteristic, and should use inclusive language throughout. Authors should ensure that 
writing is free from bias, for instance by using 'he or she', 'his/her' instead of 'he' or 'his', and 
by making use of job titles that are free of stereotyping (e.g. 'chairperson' instead of 
'chairman' and 'flight attendant' instead of 'stewardess'). 

Changes to authorship 

Authors are expected to consider carefully the list and order of authors before submitting 
their manuscript and provide the definitive list of authors at the time of the original 
submission. Any addition, deletion or rearrangement of author names in the authorship list 
should be made only before the manuscript has been accepted and only if approved by the 
journal Editor. To request such a change, the Editor must receive the following from the 
corresponding author: (a) the reason for the change in author list and (b) written 
confirmation (e-mail, letter) from all authors that they agree with the addition, removal or 
rearrangement. In the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation 
from the author being added or removed. Only in exceptional circumstances will the Editor 
consider the addition, deletion or rearrangement of authors after the manuscript has been 
accepted. While the Editor considers the request, publication of the manuscript will be 
suspended. If the manuscript has already been published in an online issue, any requests 
approved by the Editor will result in a corrigendum. 

Copyright  

Upon acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete a 'Journal Publishing 
Agreement' (see more information on this). An e-mail will be sent to the corresponding 
author confirming receipt of the manuscript together with a 'Journal Publishing Agreement' 
form or a link to the online version of this agreement. Subscribers may reproduce tables of 
contents or prepare lists of articles including abstracts for internal circulation within their 
institutions. Permission of the Publisher is required for resale or distribution outside the 
institution and for all other derivative works, including compilations and translations. If 
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excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the author(s) must obtain written 
permission from the copyright owners and credit the source(s) in the article. Elsevier has 
pre-printed forms for use by authors in these cases. For gold open access articles: Upon 
acceptance of an article, authors will be asked to complete an 'Exclusive License Agreement' 
(more information). Permitted third party reuse of gold open access articles is determined by 
the author's choice of user license. Author rights As an author you (or your employer or 
institution) have certain rights to reuse your work. More information. 
 
Elsevier supports responsible sharing 
Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier journals. 
 

Role of the funding source 

You are requested to identify who provided financial support for the conduct of the research 
and/or preparation of the article and to briefly describe the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in 
study design; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in the writing of the 
report; and in the decision to submit the article for publication. If the funding source(s) had 
no such involvement, then this should be stated. 
 
Funding body agreements and policies 
Elsevier has established a number of agreements with funding bodies which allow authors to 
comply with their funder's open access policies. Some funding bodies will reimburse the 
author for the gold open access publication fee. Details of existing agreements are available 
online. 
 

Open access 

This journal offers authors a choice in publishing their research: 
 
Subscription 

• Articles are made available to subscribers as well as developing countries and patient 
groups through our universal access programs. 

• No open access publication fee payable by authors. 
• The Author is entitled to post the accepted manuscript in their institution's repository 

and make this public after an embargo period (known as green Open Access). The 
published journal article cannot be shared publicly, for example on ResearchGate or 
Academia.edu, to ensure the sustainability of peer-reviewed research in journal 
publications. The embargo period for this journal can be found below. Gold open 
access 

• Articles are freely available to both subscribers and the wider public with permitted 
reuse. 

• A gold open access publication fee is payable by authors or on their behalf, e.g. by 
their research funder or institution. Regardless of how you choose to publish your 
article, the journal will apply the same peer review criteria and acceptance standards. 

 
For gold open access articles, permitted third party (re)use is defined by the following  

 
Creative 

Commons user licenses: 

Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) 
Let’s others distribute and copy the article, create extracts, abstracts, and other revised 
versions, adaptations or derivative works of or from an article (such as a translation), include 
in a collective work (such as an anthology), text or data mine the article, even for commercial 
purposes, as long as they credit the author(s), do not represent the author as endorsing their 
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adaptation of the article, and do not modify the article in such a way as to damage the 
author's honor or reputation. 
 
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs (CC BY-NC-ND) 
For non-commercial purposes, lets others distribute and copy the article, and to include in a 
collective work (such as an anthology), as long as they credit the author(s) and provided they 
do not alter or modify the article. The gold open access publication fee for this journal is USD 
2050, excluding taxes. Learn more about Elsevier's pricing policy: 
https://www.elsevier.com/openaccesspricing.  
 
Green open access 
Authors can share their research in a variety of different ways and Elsevier has a number of 
green open access options available. We recommend authors see our open access page for 
further information. Authors can also self-archive their manuscripts immediately and enable 
public access from their institution's repository after an embargo period. This is the version 
that has been accepted for publication and which typically includes author-incorporated 
changes suggested during submission, peer review and in editor-author communications. 
Embargo period: For subscription articles, an appropriate amount of time is needed for 
journals to deliver value to subscribing customers before an article becomes freely available 
to the public. This is the embargo period and it begins from the date the article is formally 
published online in its final and fully citable form. Find out more. This journal has an 
embargo period of 24 months. 
 

Elsevier Researcher Academy 
Researcher Academy is a free e-learning platform designed to support early and mid-career 
researchers throughout their research journey. The "Learn" environment at Researcher 
Academy offers several interactive modules, webinars, downloadable guides and resources to 
guide you through the process of writing for research and going through peer review. Feel 
free to use these free resources to improve your submission and navigate the publication 
process with ease. 
 

Language (usage and editing services) 
Please write your text in good English (American or British usage is accepted, but not a 
mixture of these). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to 
eliminate possible grammatical or spelling errors and to conform to correct scientific English 
may wish to use the English Language Editing service available from Elsevier's Author 
Services. 
 

Submission 

Our online submission system guides you stepwise through the process of entering your 
article details and uploading your files. The system converts your article files to a single PDF 
file used in the peer-review process. Editable files (e.g., Word, LaTeX) are required to typeset 
your article for final publication. All correspondence, including notification of the Editor's 
decision and requests for revision, is sent by e-mail. 
 

Submit your article 
Please submit your article via http://ees.elsevier.com/chb/ 
 
PREPARATION 
 

NEW SUBMISSIONS 
 

Submission to this journal proceeds totally online and you will be guided stepwise through 
the creation and uploading of your files. The system automatically converts your files to a 
single PDF file, which is used in the peer-review process. As part of the Your Paper Your Way 
service, you may choose to submit your manuscript as a single file to be used in the 
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refereeing process. This can be a PDF file or a Word document, in any format or layout that 
can be used by referees to evaluate your manuscript. It should contain high enough quality 
figures for refereeing. If you prefer to do so, you may still provide all or some of the source 
files at the initial submission. Please note that individual figure files larger than 10 MB must 
be uploaded separately. 
 

References 
There are no strict requirements on reference formatting at submission. References can be in 
any style or format as long as the style is consistent. Where applicable, author(s) name(s), 
journal title/book title, chapter title/article title, year of publication, volume number/book 
chapter and the article number or pagination must be present. Use of DOI is highly 
encouraged. The reference style used by the journal will be applied to the accepted article by 
Elsevier at the proof stage. Note that missing data will be highlighted at proof stage for the 
author to correct. 
 
Formatting requirements 
There are no strict formatting requirements, but all manuscripts must contain the essential 
elements needed to convey your manuscript, for example Abstract, Keywords, Introduction, 
Materials and Methods, Results, Conclusions, Artwork and Tables with Captions. If your 
article includes any Videos and/or other Supplementary material, this should be included in 
your initial submission for peer review purposes. Divide the article into clearly defined 
sections. 
 
Figures and tables embedded in text 
Please ensure the figures and the tables included in the single file are placed next to the 
relevant text in the manuscript, rather than at the bottom or the top of the file. The 
corresponding caption should be placed directly below the figure or table. 
 

Peer review 
This journal operates a double-blind review process. All contributions will be initially 
assessed by the editor for suitability for the journal. Papers deemed suitable are then 
typically sent to a minimum of two independent expert reviewers to assess the scientific 
quality of the paper. The Editor is responsible for the final decision regarding acceptance or 
rejection of articles. The Editor's decision is final. More information on types of peer review. 
 
Double-blind review 
This journal uses double-blind review, which means the identities of the authors are 
concealed from the reviewers, and vice versa. More information is available on our website. 
To facilitate this, please include the following separately: 
 
Title page (with author details): This should include the title, authors' names, affiliations, 
acknowledgements and any Declaration of Interest statement, and a complete address for 
the corresponding author including an e-mail address. 
 
Blinded manuscript (no author details): The main body of the paper (including the 
references, figures, tables and any acknowledgements) should not include any identifying 
information, such as the authors' names or affiliations. 
 
REVISED SUBMISSIONS 
Use of word processing software 
Regardless of the file format of the original submission, at revision you must provide us with 
an editable file of the entire article. Keep the layout of the text as simple as possible. Most 
formatting codes will be removed and replaced on processing the article. The electronic text 
should be prepared in a way very similar to that of conventional manuscripts (see also the 
Guide to Publishing with Elsevier). See also the section on Electronic artwork. 
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To avoid unnecessary errors, you are strongly advised to use the 'spell-check' and 'grammar 
check' functions of your word processor. 
 

Article structure 
Subdivision - numbered sections 
Divide your article into clearly defined and numbered sections. Subsections should be 
numbered 1.1 (then 1.1.1, 1.1.2, ...), 1.2, etc. (the abstract is not included in section 
numbering). Use this numbering also for internal cross-referencing: do not just refer to 'the 
text'. Any subsection may be given a brief heading. Each heading should appear on its own 
separate line. 
 
Introduction 
State the objectives of the work and provide an adequate background, avoiding a detailed 
literature survey or a summary of the results. Material and methods Provide sufficient details 
to allow the work to be reproduced by an independent researcher. Methods that are already 
published should be summarized and indicated by a reference. If quoting directly 
from a previously published method, use quotation marks and also cite the source. Any 
modifications to existing methods should also be described. 
 
Theory/calculation 
A Theory section should extend, not repeat, the background to the article already dealt with 
in the Introduction and lay the foundation for further work. In contrast, a Calculation section 
represents a practical development from a theoretical basis. 
 
Results 
Results should be clear and concise. 
 
Discussion 
This should explore the significance of the results of the work, not repeat them. A combined 
Results and Discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive citations and discussion 
of published literature. 
 
Conclusions 

The main conclusions of the study may be presented in a short Conclusions section, which 
may stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and Discussion section. 
 
Appendices 
If there is more than one appendix, they should be identified as A, B, etc. Formulae and 
equations in appendices should be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a 
subsequent appendix, Eq. (B.1) and so on. Similarly, for tables and figures: Table A.1; Fig. 
A.1, etc. 
 

Essential title page information 
 

• Title. Concise and informative. Titles are often used in information-retrieval 
systems. Avoid abbreviations and formulae where possible 

• Author names and affiliations. Please clearly indicate the given name(s) and 
family name(s) of each author and check that all names are accurately spelled. You 
can add your name between parentheses in your own script behind the English 
transliteration. Present the authors' affiliation addresses (where the actual work was 
done) below the names. Indicate all affiliations with a lowercase superscript letter 
immediately after the author's name and in front of the appropriate address. Provide 
the full postal address of each affiliation, including the country name and, if available, 
the e-mail address of each author. 
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• Corresponding author. Clearly indicate who will handle correspondence at all 
stages of refereeing and publication, also post-publication. This responsibility 
includes answering any future queries about Methodology and Materials. Ensure that 
the e-mail address is given and that contact details are kept up to date by the 
corresponding author. 

• Present/permanent address. If an author has moved since the work described in 
the article was done, or was visiting at the time, a 'Present address' (or 'Permanent 
address') may be indicated as a footnote to that author's name. The address at which 
the author actually did the work must be retained as the main, affiliation address. 
Superscript Arabic numerals are used for such footnotes. 

 

Highlights 
 

Highlights are optional yet highly encouraged for this journal, as they increase the 
discoverability of your article via search engines. They consist of a short collection of bullet 
points that capture the novel results of your research as well as new methods that were used 
during the study (if any). Please have a look at the examples here: example Highlights. 
Highlights should be submitted in a separate editable file in the online submission system. 
Please use 'Highlights' in the file name and include 3 to 5 bullet points (maximum 85 
characters, including spaces, per bullet point). 
 

Abstract 
A concise and factual abstract is required and should not be longer than 200 words. The 
abstract should state briefly the purpose of the research, the principal results and major 
conclusions. An abstract is often presented separately from the article, so it must be able to 
stand alone. For this reason, References should be avoided, but if essential, then cite the 
author(s) and year(s). Also, nonstandard or uncommon abbreviations should be avoided, but 
if essential they must be defined at their first mention in the abstract itself. graphical 
abstract Although a graphical abstract is optional, its use is encouraged as it draws more 
attention to the online article. The graphical abstract should summarize the contents of the 
article in a concise, pictorial form designed to capture the attention of a wide readership. 
Graphical abstracts should be submitted as a separate file in the online submission system. 
Image size: Please provide an image with a minimum of 531 × 1328 pixels (h × w) or 
proportionally more. The image should be readable at a size of 5 × 13 cm using a regular 
screen resolution of 96 dpi. Preferred file types: TIFF, EPS, PDF or MS Office files. You can 
view Example Graphical Abstracts on our information site. Authors can make use of 
Elsevier's Illustration Services to ensure the best presentation of their images and in 
accordance with all technical requirements. 
 

Keywords 
Immediately after the abstract, provide a maximum of 6 keywords, using American spelling 
and avoiding general and plural terms and multiple concepts (avoid, for example, 'and', 'of'). 
Be sparing with abbreviations: only abbreviations firmly established in the field may be 
eligible. These keywords will be used for indexing purposes. 
 
Abbreviations 
Define abbreviations that are not standard in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first 
page of the article. Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract must be defined 
at their first mention there, as well as in the footnote. Ensure consistency of abbreviations 
throughout the article. 
 
Acknowledgements 
Do not include acknowledgements on the title page, as a footnote to the title or otherwise. In 
a separate file to the manuscript, list those individuals who provided help during the 
research (e.g., providing language help, writing assistance or proof reading the article, etc.) 
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Formatting of funding sources List funding sources in this standard way to facilitate 
compliance to funder's requirements: Funding: This work was supported by the National 
Institutes of Health [grant numbers xxxx, yyyy]; the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 
Seattle, WA [grant number zzzz]; and the United States Institutes of Peace [grant number 
aaaa]. It is not necessary to include detailed descriptions on the program or type of grants 
and awards. When funding is from a block grant or other resources available to a university, 
college, or other research institution, submit the name of the institute or organization that 
provided the funding. If no funding has been provided for the research, please include the 
following sentence: This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in 
the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors. 
 
Math formulae 
Please submit math equations as editable text and not as images. Present simple formulae in 
line with normal text where possible and use the solidus (/) instead of a horizontal line for 
small fractional terms, e.g., X/Y. In principle, variables are to be presented in italics. Powers 
of e are often more conveniently denoted by exp. Number consecutively any equations that 
have to be displayed separately from the text (if referred to explicitly in the text). 
 

Footnotes 
Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number them consecutively throughout the article. 
Many word processors build footnotes into the text, and this feature may be used. Should 
this not be the case, indicate the position of footnotes in the text and present the footnotes 
themselves separately at the end of the article. 
 

 
Artwork 
Electronic artwork 
General points 
 

• Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork. 
• Preferred fonts: Arial (or Helvetica), Times New Roman (or Times), Symbol, Courier. 
• Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the text. 
• Use a logical naming convention for your artwork files. 
• Indicate per figure if it is a single, 1.5 or 2-column fitting image. • For Word 

submissions only, you may still provide figures and their captions, and tables within a 
single file at the revision stage. 

• Please note that individual figure files larger than 10 MB must be provided in 
separate source files. 

 

A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available. 
You are urged to visit this site; some excerpts from the detailed information are 
given here. 
 
Formats 
Regardless of the application used, when your electronic artwork is finalized, please 'save as' 
or convert the images to one of the following formats (note the resolution requirements for 
line drawings, halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below): EPS (or PDF): Vector 
drawings. Embed the font or save the text as 'graphics'. TIFF (or JPG): Color or grayscale 
photographs (halftones): always use a minimum of 300 dpi. TIFF (or JPG): Bitmapped line 
drawings: use a minimum of 1000 dpi. TIFF (or JPG): Combinations bitmapped line/half 
tone (color or grayscale): a minimum of 500 dpi is required. 
 
Please do not: 

• Supply files that are optimized for screen use (e.g., GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); the 
resolution is too low. 
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• Supply files that are too low in resolution. 
• Submit graphics that are disproportionately large for the content. 

 

Color artwork 
Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable format (TIFF (or JPEG), EPS (or 
PDF), or MS Office files) and with the correct resolution. If, together with your accepted 
article, you submit usable color figures then Elsevier will ensure, at no additional charge, 
that these figures will appear in color online (e.g., ScienceDirect and other sites) regardless 
of whether or not these illustrations are reproduced in color in the printed version. For 
color reproduction in print, you will receive information regarding the costs 
from Elsevier after receipt of your accepted article. Please indicate your 
preference for color: in print or online only. Further information on the 
preparation of electronic artwork. 
 
Figure captions 
Ensure that each illustration has a caption. A caption should comprise a brief title (not on 
the figure itself) and a description of the illustration. Keep text in the illustrations themselves 
to a minimum but explain all symbols and abbreviations used. 
 

Tables 
Please submit tables as editable text and not as images. Tables can be placed either next to 
the relevant text in the article, or on separate page(s) at the end. Number tables 
consecutively in accordance with their appearance in the text and place any table notes below 
the table body. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that the data presented in them do 
not duplicate results described elsewhere in the article. Please avoid using vertical rules and 
shading in table cells. 
 

References 
Citation in text 
Please ensure that every reference cited in the text is also present in the reference list (and 
vice versa). Any references cited in the abstract must be given in full. Unpublished results 
and personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be 
mentioned in the text. If these references are included in the reference list they should follow 
the standard reference style of the journal and should include a substitution of the 
publication date with either 'Unpublished results' or 'Personal communication'. Citation of a 
reference as 'in press' implies that the item has been accepted for publication. 
 
Web references 
As a minimum, the full URL should be given and the date when the reference was last 
accessed. Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a source 
publication, etc.), should also be given. Web references can be listed separately (e.g., after 
the reference list) under a different heading if desired, or can be included in the reference 
list. 
 
Data references 
This journal encourages you to cite underlying or relevant datasets in your manuscript by 
citing them in your text and including a data reference in your Reference List. Data 
references should include the following elements: author name(s), dataset title, data 
repository, version (where available), year, and global persistent identifier. Add [dataset] 
immediately before the reference so we can properly identify it as a data reference. The 
[dataset] identifier will not appear in your published article. 
 

eferences in a special issue 
Please ensure that the words 'this issue' are added to any references in the list (and any 
citations in the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue. 
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Reference management software 
Most Elsevier journals have their reference template available in many of the most popular 
reference management software products. These include all products that support Citation 
Style Language styles, such as Mendeley. Using citation plug-ins from these products, 
authors only need to select the appropriate journal template when preparing their article, 
after which citations and bibliographies will be automatically formatted in the journal's style. 
If no template is yet available for this journal, please follow the format of the sample 
references and citations as shown in this Guide. If you use reference management software, 
please ensure that you remove all field codes before submitting the electronic manuscript. 
More information on how to remove field codes from different reference management 
software. Users of Mendeley Desktop can easily install the reference style for this journal by 
clicking the following link: http://open.mendeley.com/use-citation-style/computers-in-
human-behavior  
When preparing your manuscript, you will then be able to select this style using the 
Mendeley plugins for Microsoft Word or LibreOffice. 
 

Reference formatting 

There are no strict requirements on reference formatting at submission. References can be in 
any style or format as long as the style is consistent. Where applicable, author(s) name(s), 
journal title/book title, chapter title/article title, year of publication, volume number/book 
chapter and the article number or pagination must be present. Use of DOI is highly 
encouraged. The reference style used by the journal will be applied to the accepted article by 
Elsevier at the proof stage. Note that missing data will be highlighted at proof stage for the 
author to correct. If you do wish to format the references yourself, they should be arranged 
according to the following examples: 
 

Reference style 
Text: Citations in the text should follow the referencing style used by the American 
Psychological Association. You are referred to the Publication Manual of the American 
Psychological Association, Sixth Edition, ISBN 978-1-4338-0561-5, copies of which may be 
ordered online or APA Order Dept., P.O.B. 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784, USA or APA, 3 
Henrietta Street, London, WC3E 8LU, UK. 
 

List: references should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted 
chronologically if necessary. More than one reference from the same author(s) in the same 
year must be identified by the letters 'a', 'b', 'c', etc., placed after the year of publication. 
 

Examples: 
Reference to a journal publication: Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J. A. J., & Lupton, R. A. 
(2010). The art of writing a scientific article. Journal of Scientific Communications, 163, 51–
59. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.Sc.2010.00372. 
 
Reference to a journal publication with an article number: 
Van der Geer, J., Hanraads, J. A. J., & Lupton, R. A. (2018). The art of writing a scientific 
article. Heliyon, 19, e00205. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2018.e00205. 
Reference to a book: Strunk, W., Jr., & White, E. B. (2000). The elements of style. (4th ed.). 
New York: Longman, (Chapter 4). 
 
Reference to a chapter in an edited book: 
Mettam, G. R., & Adams, L. B. (2009). How to prepare an electronic version of your article. 
In B. S. Jones, & R. Z. Smith (Eds.), Introduction to the electronic age (pp. 281–304). New 
York: E-Publishing Inc. 
 
Reference to a website: 
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Cancer Research UK. Cancer statistics reports for the UK. (2003). 
http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/aboutcancer/statistics/cancerstatsreport/ Accessed 13 
March 2003. 
 
Reference to a dataset: 
[dataset] Oguro, M., Imahiro, S., Saito, S., Nakashizuka, T. (2015). Mortality data for 
Japanese oak wilt disease and surrounding forest compositions. Mendeley Data, v1. 
https://doi.org/10.17632/xwj98nb39r.1  
 
Reference to a conference paper or poster presentation: Engle, E.K., Cash, T.F., & Jarry, J.L. 
(2009, November). The Body Image Behaviours Inventory-3: Development and validation of 
the Body Image Compulsive Actions and Body Image Avoidance Scales. 
Poster session presentation at the meeting of the Association for Behavioural and Cognitive 
Therapies, New York, NY. 
 

Video 
Elsevier accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance your 
scientific research. Authors who have video or animation files that they wish to submit with 
their article are strongly encouraged to include links to these within the body of the article. 
This can be done in the same way as a figure or table by referring to the video or animation 
content and noting in the body text where it should be placed. All submitted files should be 
properly labeled so that they directly relate to the video file's content. . In order to ensure 
that your video or animation material is directly usable, please provide the file in one of our 
recommended file formats with a preferred maximum size of 150 MB per file, 1 GB in total. 
Video and animation files supplied will be published online in the electronic version of your 
article in Elsevier Web products, including ScienceDirect. Please supply 'stills' with your 
files: you can choose any frame from the video or animation or make a separate image. These 
will be used instead of standard icons and will personalize the link to your video data. For 
more detailed instructions please visit our video instruction pages. Note: since video and 
animation cannot be embedded in the print version of the journal, please provide text for 
both the electronic and the print version for the portions of the article that refer to this 
content. 
 

Data visualization 
Include interactive data visualizations in your publication and let your readers interact and 
engage more closely with your research. Follow the instructions here to find out about 
available data visualization options and how to include them with your article. 
 
Supplementary material 
Supplementary material such as applications, images and sound clips, can be published with 
your article to enhance it. Submitted supplementary items are published exactly as they are 
received (Excel or PowerPoint files will appear as such online). Please submit your material 
together with the article and supply a concise, descriptive caption for each supplementary 
file. If you wish to make changes to supplementary material during any stage of the process, 
please make sure to provide an updated file. Do not annotate any corrections on a previous 
version. Please switch off the 'Track Changes' option in Microsoft Office files as these will 
appear in the published version. 
 

Research data 
This journal encourages and enables you to share data that supports your research 
publication where appropriate, and enables you to interlink the data with your published 
articles. Research data refers to the results of observations or experimentation that validate 
research findings. To facilitate reproducibility and data reuse, this journal also encourages 
you to share your software, code, models, algorithms, protocols, methods and other useful 
materials related to the project. Below are a number of ways in which you can associate data 
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with your article or make a statement about the availability of your data when submitting 
your manuscript. If you are sharing data in one of these ways, you are encouraged to cite the 
data in your manuscript and reference list. Please refer to the "References" section for more 
information about data citation. For more information on depositing, sharing and using 
research data and other relevant research materials, visit the research data page. 
 

Data linking 
If you have made your research data available in a data repository, you can link your article 
directly to the dataset. Elsevier collaborates with a number of repositories to link articles on 
ScienceDirect with relevant repositories, giving readers access to underlying data that gives 
them a better understanding of the research described. There are different ways to link your 
datasets to your article. When available, you can directly link your dataset to your article by 
providing the relevant information in the submission system. For more information, visit the 
database linking page. For supported data repositories a repository banner will automatically 
appear next to your published 
article on ScienceDirect. In addition, you can link to relevant data or entities through 
identifiers within the text of your manuscript, using the following format: Database: xxxx 
(e.g., TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC: 734053; PDB: 1XFN). 
 

Mendeley Data 
This journal supports Mendeley Data, enabling you to deposit any research data (including 
raw and processed data, video, code, software, algorithms, protocols, and methods) 
associated with your manuscript in a free-to-use, open access repository. During the 
submission process, after uploading your manuscript, you will have the opportunity to 
upload your relevant datasets directly to Mendeley 
Data. The datasets will be listed and directly accessible to readers next to your published 
article online. For more information, visit the Mendeley Data for journals page. 
 

Data in Brief 
You have the option of converting any or all parts of your supplementary or additional raw 
data into one or multiple data articles, a new kind of article that houses and describes your 
data. Data articles ensure that your data is actively reviewed, curated, formatted, indexed, 
given a DOI and publicly available to all upon publication. You are encouraged to submit 
your article for Data in Brief as an additional item directly alongside the revised version of 
your manuscript. If your research article is 
accepted, your data article will automatically be transferred over to Data in Brief where it will 
be editorially reviewed and published in the open access data journal, Data in Brief. Please 
note an open access fee of 600 USD is payable for publication in Data in Brief. Full details 
can be found on the Data in Brief website. Please use this template to write your Data in 
Brief. 
 

Data statement 
To foster transparency, we encourage you to state the availability of your data in your 
submission. This may be a requirement of your funding body or institution. If your data is 
unavailable to access or unsuitable to post, you will have the opportunity to indicate why 
during the submission process, for example by stating that the research data is confidential. 
The statement will appear with your published article on ScienceDirect. For more 
information, visit the Data Statement page. 
 

AFTER ACCEPTANCE 
 

Online proof correction 
Corresponding authors will receive an e-mail with a link to our online proofing system, 
allowing annotation and correction of proofs online. The environment is similar to MS 
Word: in addition to editing text, you can also comment on figures/tables and answer 
questions from the Copy Editor. Web-based proofing provides a faster and less error-prone 
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process by allowing you to directly type your corrections, eliminating the potential 
introduction of errors. If preferred, you can still choose to annotate and upload your edits on 
the PDF version. All instructions for proofing will be given in the e-mail we send to authors, 
including alternative methods to the online version and PDF. We will do everything possible 
to get your article published quickly and accurately. Please use this 
proof only for checking the typesetting, editing, completeness and correctness of the text, 
tables and figures. Significant changes to the article as accepted for publication will only be 
considered at this stage with permission from the Editor. It is important to ensure that all 
corrections are sent back to us in one communication. Please check carefully before replying, 
as inclusion of any subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Proofreading is solely your 
responsibility. 
 

Offprints 

The corresponding author will, at no cost, receive a customized Share Link providing 50 days 
free access to the final published version of the article on ScienceDirect. The Share Link can 
be used for sharing the article via any communication channel, including email and social 
media. For an extra charge, paper offprints can be ordered via the offprint order form which 
is sent once the article is accepted for publication. Both corresponding and co-authors may 
order offprints at any time via Elsevier's Author Services. Corresponding authors who have 
published their article gold open access do not receive a Share Link as their final published 
version of the article is available open access on ScienceDirect and can be shared through the 
article DOI link. 
 

AUTHOR INQUIRIES 
Visit the Elsevier Support Center to find the answers you need. Here you will find everything 
from 
Frequently Asked Questions to ways to get in touch.  
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Appendix B: Participant Information Sheet  

 

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET  

PROJECT TITLE: Security awareness and behaviours in workers with dual device smartphones 

HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE APPROVAL NUMBER: H-2019-45 

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Dr. Clemence Due 

STUDENT RESEARCHER: Ms. Holly Mason 

STUDENT’S DEGREE: Master of Psychology (Organisational and Human Factors) 

Dear Participant, 

You are invited to participate in the research project described below. 

What is the project about? 

You are being invited to take part in this study to increase the understanding of how people use 

smartphone devices, and in particular, dual devices, on an everyday basis. The aim of this study is to 

gain a clearer understanding of how people manage dual devices, to what extent tasks performed on 

either device might similar or different and how security behaviours might influence the 

performance of tasks, and everyday use of the devices. The study is interested in identifying the 

decision-making process and which factors might influence or motivate behavioural decisions. The 

study endeavours to understand the functionality of a dual device relationship.  

Who is undertaking the project? 

This project is being conducted by Dr. Clemence Due and Ms. Holly Mason. This research will form 

the basis for the degree of Master of Psychology (Organisational and Human Factors) at the 

University of Adelaide under the supervision of Dr. Clemence Due, Ms. Kathryn Parsons and Dr. 

Dragana Calic.  

Why am I being invited to participate? 

You are being invited to participate in this study as you fit the following criteria:  

 

1. Are over the age of 18 and are fluent in English 

2. Use both a personal and work-supplied smart phone device  
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What am I being invited to do? 

 

If you wish to participate, you will be asked to spend approximately 30-60 minutes being 

interviewed about the everyday use of both your personal and work-supplied smartphone devices. 

Interviews will take place on the premises of your place of work, at a time that is convenient to you. 

If you would prefer, the interview location can be relocated to somewhere else in public setting such 

as the University of Adelaide. 

The interview will be audio recorded so that an anonymous transcription can be made of the 

interview. An anonymous transcription is a written-out record of the interview that contains no 

identifying information.  

 

How much time will my involvement in the project take? 

 

You will be asked to spend approximately 30-60 minutes being interviewed. 

Are there any risks associated with participating in this project? 

The only risk identified by participating in this research is the risk of disclosing information about 

breach of company policy. However, this information will not be revealed to your employer as 

everything discussed is confidential and will be kept completely anonymous and un-identifiable. The 

name of the organisation will also not be disclosed at any point and will be referred to as an Australian 

insurance company in any subsequent reporting.  

Despite the researcher currently completing a student placement on site, the employer will have no 

access to participant details, including who participated and what was discussed during the interviews. 

The results will be completely confidential. The research has no influence by anyone employed at the 

organisation, however an overview of results will be supplied to the organisation.   

What are the potential benefits of the research project? 

It is expected that the findings of the study will inform professionals in various domains including 

information and technology, human resources and security to better assess the benefits and areas for 

improvement for the use of dual devices by workers. This should serve to improve functionality and 

performance in roles and tasks. Further, the results aim to improve understanding of which factors 

may prevent or motivate someone performing certain tasks on a mobile device. Including tasks they 

may not perform, such as security protocols and storage of the device. The benefit of this should be 

to understand how we can better use and guide the use of smartphone devices personally, and in 

assisting and protect workers and their organisations.  

Can I withdraw from the project? 
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Participation in this project is completely voluntary. If you agree to participate, you can withdraw 
from the study at any time. You do not have to answer all the questions and you may terminate the 
interview or choose to withdraw as a participant at any time up until the time Holly submits her 
thesis. It must be understood that participation or non-participation does not influence employment 
at the organisation.   

What will happen to my information? 

 
Confidentiality and privacy: Your name and any identifying information will remain anonymous and 
will not appear in any subsequent publications or reports that arise from the data. Only the named 
investigators above will have access to the interview transcripts for the purpose of analysis.  

Storage: As per the University of Adelaide Human Research Ethics Committee guidelines de-
identified transcripts of all interviews will be kept securely on a password secured computer in Dr 
Due’s office in The School of Psychology for a period of seven years.  

Publishing: The data will remain de-identified and every effort will be made to ensure anonymity in 
all reported results and publications. The data will be used in the researcher’s Master of Psychology 
thesis as part of her coursework, and this could be potentially result in a publication or journal 
article. Extracts from interviews may be used, however these will be completely anonymous with the 
use of pseudonyms, any identifiable information will be excluded.  
 
Sharing: Once interviews have been transcribed participants will have the opportunity to review 
their own transcript and the summary of themes produced by the analysis to confirm the researcher 
has a true and accurate representation of the data. A summary of the results will be provided to the 
organisation, as well as a presentation by the researcher, to inform the organisation of the findings 
of the research.   
 

Your information will only be used as described in this participant information sheet and it will only 

be disclosed according to the consent provided, except as required by law.   

Who do I contact if I have questions about the project? 

 
 

 
 

  

What if I have a complaint or any concerns? 

The study has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee at the University of 
Adelaide (approval number H-2019-45). This research project will be conducted according to the 
NHMRC National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research 2007 (Updated 2018). If you 
have questions or problems associated with the practical aspects of your participation in the project, 
or wish to raise a concern or complaint about the project, then you should consult the Principal 
Investigator. If you wish to speak with an independent person regarding concerns or a complaint, 
the University’s policy on research involving human participants, or your rights as a participant, 
please contact the Human Research Ethics Committee’s Secretariat on:  
Phone:  +61 8 8313 6028  
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Email: hrec@adelaide.edu.au  

Post: Level 4, Rundle Mall Plaza, 50 Rundle Mall, ADELAIDE SA 5000  

Any complaint or concern will be treated in confidence and fully investigated. You will be informed 

of the outcome. 

If I want to participate, what do I do? 

 

If you would like to participate in this research, please contact Holly. She will be able to provide you 

with further information about the study, and can organise a time to meet for an interview.  

 

Yours sincerely,  
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Appendix C: Participant consent form  

Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) 

CONSENT FORM 

1. I have read the attached Information Sheet and agree to take part in the following 
research project: 

Title: 
Security awareness and behaviours in workers with dual device 

smartphones 

Ethics Approval 

Number: 

 

H-2019-45 

2. I have had the project, so far as it affects me, and the potential risks and burdens fully 
explained to my satisfaction by the research worker. I have had the opportunity to ask 
any questions I may have about the project and my participation. My consent is given 
freely. 

3. I have been given the opportunity to have a member of my family or a friend present 
while the project was explained to me. 

4. Although I understand the purpose of the research project is to improve the quality of 
health/medical care, it has also been explained that my involvement may not be of any 
benefit to me. 

5. I agree to participate in the activities as outlined in the participant information sheet. 
 

6. I agree to be: 

Audio recorded ☐ Yes ☐ No 

7. I understand that as my participation is anonymous, I am free to withdraw from the 
project at any time up until submission of the thesis 

8. I have been informed that the information gained in the project may be published in a 
journal article/thesis/conference presentations/report etc.  

9. I have been informed that in the published materials I will not be identified, and my 
personal results will not be divulged.  

 

10. I agree to my information being used for future research purposes as follows: 

• Research undertaken by these same researcher(s)    Yes  No  

• Related research undertaken by any researcher(s)     Yes  No  

• Any research undertaken by any researcher(s)           Yes  No  
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11. I understand my information will only be disclosed according to the consent provided, 
except where disclosure is required by law.   

12. I am aware that I should keep a copy of this Consent Form, when completed, and the 
attached Information Sheet. 

Participant to complete: 

Name:  _____________________ Signature: _______________________  Date:

 ___________________________  

Researcher/Witness to complete:  

I have described the nature of the research to

 _________________________________________________________________________  

  (print name of participant) 

and in my opinion she/he understood the explanation. 

Signature:  __________________ Position: ________________________  Date:

 ___________________________  
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Appendix D: Interview Schedule  

1. Can you please briefly describe your role in the workplace and the tasks that you 

perform? 

2. How does your work-supplied smartphone device assist you in performing your work 

duties? 

3. Did/does your employer set any guidelines or requirements for work related 

smartphone usage?  

Prompt 

1. Any rules or restrictions? 

2. Do you believe these to be effective? 

3. Are they an inconvenience? Require a lot of effort? Time consuming? Effort exceeds 

benefits? 

4. In what ways does your activity on your work device differ to your activity on your 

personal device?  

Prompt 

5. Is there a reason for this difference…for example, company policy, security or data 

stored on either phone? 

6. Do you perform any tasks/actions on your work-supplied phone for personal use? 

7. Do you worry about the security on and of your personal phone more or less than the 

security on and of your work-supplied phone?  

Prompt 

8. Are your security behaviours different on each phone as a direct result?  

9. Do you deliberately not perform certain tasks/activities on either phone due to 

security? Due to policy? 

10. What are you gaining by doing or not doing the same security behaviours?  

11. What are you losing? 

12. Do you back up either phone? 
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13. Have you downloaded apps on your work phone, or use social media? Is the app 

work-related or for personal use? 

Prompt 

14. Do you read the privacy statement? Free or paid?  

15. Would you say that your security behaviours (the things you do to protect what you 

have on your phone) on your mobile phones is different compared to your security 

behaviours on a laptop or PC?  

Prompt  

16. Tasks you perform (finances), installation of security software, passwords, and 

physical security of device 

17. How susceptible do you think you are to a security threat?  

Prompt  

18. Do you worry or think about security when performing activities on either phone? 

19. Do you use public/free wifi? 

20. Do you think that your security behaviours/actions effect your susceptibility? 

21. I just want you to imagine for a second, what is the worst thing that could happen to 

your device? 

Prompt 

22. How likely do you think it is that this could actually happen? 

23. Has something adverse happened before? 

24. Are you aware of what security threats are out there? Do you think that you are 

susceptible/not susceptible to these threats?  

Demographics 

25. Age: 

26. Gender: 

27. Ethnicity: 

28. Level of education: 
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29. Proficiency with IT/Technology/Smartphone use: 

Low/Med/High 

30. English first language:  

31. How long have you used smart phones?  

32. What model is your work phone: 

33. What model is your personal phone:  

 




